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Wilfred Burchett
DLS guest disclaims
war crime charges
by Ken Holmes
Australian journalist Wilfred Burchett
has a knack for stirring people up. and he
did it again Thursday at UMO.
Burchett came as this week's speaker in
the student government's Distinguished
Lecture Series and gat little publicity or
fanfare.
Rut he announced Thursday that he'll
tilt a libel suit against the New York Post
today to rebut its allegations that Burchett
is. among other things. a Communist. a
K( .B agent, and an aid in the toroire of
American prisoners of war while in North
Vietnam.
The newspaper levied the charges
earlier this month in a four-part front page
series. Burchett, who's 66 and an avowed
Marxist, countered while ai UMO Thurs-
day that the Post articles were "full of
mistakes and sloppy reporting."
"They're not true," he said of the
current charges. "I'll be signing the
necessary paper tomorrow to file a suit
:igainst the New York Post."
The author of the Post series. William
Heffernan. said the POW-torture charges
against Burchett were based on sworn
affadvits from 30 former POWs. He said he
Cha rges that Burchett is a KOB agent came
Irom 1969 statements by a Soviet defector
name Yuri Krotkoff.
Of the pending libel suit. Heffernan
said. "I'll believe it when I see it." He also
said. "I'll stand by my story."
Burchett•s remadts, and the controversy
surrounding caught UMO students off
guard. None of the publicity sheets
circulated before his visit mentioned the
Post articles and allegations levied against
Burchett. even though such charges have
been levied in the past as well.
Burchett faced similar problems in 1974.
At that time, he filed a slander suit in
Australia for remarks made by an
Australian senator accusing him of being a
iB agent.
Heffernan said Burchett lost the Austra-
lian case, and said he was ordered to pay
$100,000 in court costs.
But Burchett said Thursday he won the
case, but because the slander had been
(continued on page two)
University 'stalling'
Teamsters union files
unfair practice charge
by Deborah Strumello
Policemen from Orono. Farmington and
Portland-tiorham campuses picketed the
UM Board of Trustees meeting in
Farmington Wednesday to "demonstrate
to students and to the citizens of Maine
related story on page three
that the university is not bargaining in
good faith," Steven Cullen. Teamster
organizer for the Eastern Conference of the
Teamsters Union said.
The Teamsters Union. which is rep-
resenting police in current collective
bargaining negotiations with the university
administration has filed an unfair labor
complaint with the Maine Labor Relations
Board.
The complaint, filed on Nov. 29. charges
that the university administration has •
interfered with unionizing efforts and has
illegally spied on union organizational
meetings. The university has 15 days to
respond.
Part of the complaint that specifically
relates to the police is the unilateral
withholding of payment of night differen-
tial overtime and holiday pay from weekly
paychecks without negotiating with the
Teamsters.
Under the Maine Labor Relations Act.
once a union is certified as tie exclusive
representative of a group of employees, the
employer must bargain collectively with its
representatives with respect to wages,
working conditions and contract grievance
procedures.
The complaint also charges that the
university tried to undermine union
support by attempting to prevent solicit-
ation of employees for union membership.
and that university administrators Stepen
Weber, assistant to the president, and
John Blake, vice president of finance and
administration attempted to interrogate
Frank St. Louis. a UMO employee and
unior organizer.
In addition, Weber is charged with
interferring with, restraining, and coercing
employees of rights guaranted them
through their union representative through
illegal surveillance of a unior organiza-
tional meeting on or about Oct. 27.
The Maine Labor Relations Board, which
is delegated authority to promote the
improvement of the relationship between
public employers and their employees, has
scheduled a January pre-hearing confer-
ence to go over the complaints. This is the
first step before a formal hearing.
"The university has done things that are
totally out of hand," Cullen said. "This
should be labeled as not acting in 'gtxxt
faith' and the university should be brought
to task for it.'' he said.
"(rood faith" is a legal term which refers
to the way collective bargaining is
conducted. It must be conducted at
"reasonable times and at reasonable
intervals." In addition. any actions con-
trary to rules set down in the Maine Labor
Relations Act are considered not acting in
good faith.
Cullen said that negotiations had not
come to a standstill, but that they were not
• ' moving as quickly as if the university was
acting in good faith."
However, a source close to the negotia-
tions said the talks have stalled completely
and charged that the university had offered
the police nothing. including satisfaction of
wage demands and the right to carry
handguns.
Cullen charged that the university has
been deliberately stalling talks to under-
mine Teamster support. "Over a period of
four months since the election of the
Teamsters as representative of the police.
(continued on page two)
UMaine bond vote Dec. 5
by Dianna Benner
Maine voters will decide on the uniform
state property tax issue Monday and eight
UMO prof explains UPT on page three
referendum questions dealing with
approximately $65 million, which includes
a S6 million referendum for "higher
education facilities" at the University of
Maine.
New drinking bill pending
The state of Maine's legal drink-
ing age. raised from 18 to 20 just
over a month ago. will be an issue
again soon when Maine lawmakers
reconvene on Jan. 4. But this time, a
decrease in the age is possible.
House and Senate leaders met
Wednesday and accepted a measure
sponsored by Rep. Barry Hobbins,
D-Saco. The measure would restore
I 8-and 19-year-olds with the right to
drink in taverns, but would keep the
age at 20 for purchases of liquor in
stores.
Hobbins said the action by the
legislative leaders was a pleasant
shock.
He added it would not stop a
petition drive that is aimed at
winning a statewide referendum on
the issue.
Leaders of the drive to split the
drinking age have recently stated
they expect to get the 37,000
signatures required to put their
measure into a referendum question.
Assistant Senate Democratic
Leader Peter Danton of Saco favored
letting the bill in.
"I'm not sure the Maine Legisla
ture is happy with the 20-year-old
(continued on page two)
The uniform state property tax bill seeks
to repeal the uniform property tax, which
presently provides one-half the cost of
education for Maine public schools.
The higher education bond issue would
provide 55.965.000 for the University of
Maine to be used for construction,
renovation, equipment and furnishings at
the Orono. Farmington and Portland-
( ,orham campuses.
UMO would be allocated a total of
$1.650.000 for an environmental science
building and for completion and equipment
of the English/Math building's fourth
floor.
The largest appropriation on the ballot is
a $30 million bond issue for the planning.
construction and equipment of pollution
abatement facilities in the state. This bond
issue would allocate funds for completing
the job of providing all Maine towns with
pollution control equipment.
The Maine Maritime Academy question
would authorize some $300,000 to be used
in conjunction with about $600,000 to be
raised by the academy for renovating
Leavitt Hall. currently an unused building.
Maine voters will also decide whether
some 53.7 million in funds should be
authorized fca- construction purposes at the
Central. Eastern. Northern and Southern
Maine Vocational-Technical Institutes.
The energy conservation bond issue
would authorize $IO million for energy
conservation improvements for state-
owned buildings and public school build-
ings. These improvements include the
updating of heating. ventilation and lights.
and the installation of storm windows and
insulation.
Referendum question 6 asks whether
$1 .8 million should be appropriated for
improvement of 26 Maine airports. The
airports to receive the largest appropria-
tions would be Portland. with $699,059,
and Augusta with $665,050. Bangor
International Airport would receive
$1 38,540.
The highway and bridge improvement
program bond issue would authorize $II.5
million to resurface roads, improve bridges
and eliminate hazardous intersections in
areas of the state.
The final question on the ballot, if
passed, would provide $2.1 million to
establish a 200-bed Maine Veterans' home
in Togus.
Admission would be allowed only to
those veterans who were residents of
Maine when they entered the service, or
have been residents of Maine for at least
three years before requesting admission to
the home.
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LoioownNoe-
Friday. December 2
3 p.m. Dance Workshops for Beginning Ballet
and Modern Dance at Lengyel Gym.
7 and 9:30 p.m. MUAB Movie: "Far From the
Madding Crowd" in 101 E-M.
735 p.m. Varsity Basketball . Maine vs. Boston
University.
8 15 p.m.Faculty Recital by the Downeast
Chamber Players Lord Hall
Saturday, December 3
11 a m -5 p.m MUAB presents the 8th annual
Creative Crafts Fair. Featuring over 85 Maine
and UMO student craftsmen with sales and
demonstrations. Held on top two floors of
Memorial Union.
2, 6, and 9 p.m. OakIHHH DAB. presents
"Bugsy Malone" in 120 Little Hall. Admission
is .75
6:30 and 9:30 p.m MUAB Movie. Patton" in
101 E-M.
8:15 p.m. Chamber Music Recital: Elizabeth
Downing, flute; Mary Downing, clarinet; Greg
Lecket, piano; Robert LeClair. oboe, Lynn
Patterson. bassoon, in Lord Hall.
Sunday, December 4
11 a.m -5 p.m. MUAB's 8,h annual Creative
Crafts Fair concludes on the top two floors of
Memorial Union
p.m UMO Motor Club's last road rally of
semester Registration 11:30 to 12:30 p.m. in
Stearn Plant parking lot.
5 p.m. Soup Kitchen at Ram's Horn
Coffeehouse
7 p m International Dancing in North and
South Lown Rooms
7 p.m. MUAB Science Fiction Film Festival
presents "Colossus, the Forbin Project" and a
Flash Gordon Serial episode in 101 E-A4
7 and 8 p.m. UMO Planetarium presents The
Christmas Star" at second floor of Wingrve
Hall There is no admission charge
• DLS speaker plans libel suit
(continued from page one)
committed by a senator, the charge was
covered by Australian parliamentary priv-
ilege. He said the case was therefore
dismissed and that he was ordered to pay
court costs.
Burchett's visit to UMO came as part of
a nationwide lecture series, made possible
by a four-month visa recently granted him
by the U.S State Department. For his day
at UMO, he was paid $1,000 plus travel
expenses.
Burchett currently writes for the New
York radical weekly, The Guardian, and
has reported extensively from Korea,
China, Vietnam, Cambodia, Africa and
Europe.
He was the first western journalist
allowed into Hiroshima following U.S.
atomic attacks there.
His current U.S. tour has created a stir
among conservative organizations in this
country. The John Birch Society's weekly
magazine, The Review of the News,
charged Burchett with having Soviet KGB
ties, as did the Boston Herald-American in
a Nov. I editorial.
But Burchett scoffs at the attacks. He
said he is "absolutely determined to sue"
the New York Post, which is owned by
Australian Press lord Ruppert Murdoch, a
longtime enemy.
His main speech while at UMO was to
center on the growing use of mercenary
soldiers by South Africa and Rhodesia, in
their attempts to stop black takeovers in
those countries.
Concerning the racial strife in South
Africa, which is currently ruled by a white
minority, Burchett said, "These sort of
regimes never believe that they can be
overthrown."
HELP WANTED
University for Action is looking for
Juniors, Seniors and Graduate Students
interested in working in non—profit
social service agencies with disadvantaged
and/or low income people for 12 months
for 40 hours per week starting in
January 1978,
Students Gain: Relevant work experience
$ 3000, for living expenses
academic credit
Positions Available:
Community Theatre
Child Advocacy
Alternat;ve School
Dial Help
Conservation Corps
Maine State Prison
Multiple Handicap
4H
Home Winterization
He said that in both countries, black rule
will come only as a result of civil war. "1
don't think there's any doubt that they will
be battlefield decisions, unless there's a
dramatic change," he said of both
countries.
• Teamsters file charge
(continued from page one)
the university has stalled in talks 80
percent of the time," he said.
The university had not offered the
Teamsters anything "of financial sub-
stance" and did not get into "the meat of
working conditions," Cullen said.
The university has refused to meet with
the Teamsters on certain dates, he
charged.
"We feel that the university has been
less than honest with us and is putting
itself above the law," he said.
Vice Chancellor for Employee Relations
Samuel D'Amico, who is representing the
university in negotiations, responded,
"that's their (the Teamsters') perception
of things. I don't agree with them."
He denied that the university had not
been bargaining in good faith.
"They are entitled to picket to show their
point of view," he said.
Cullen said that no new date for
negotiations had been set.
• Drinking age 'causing chaos'
(continued from page one)
drinking age," Denton said. "It's
just causing chaos through this
whole state."
House Majority Leader James
Tierney, D-Lisbon Falls, opposed
bringing up the issue again.
"Maybe it's about time the young
people realize the political process
affects them," he said, "and maybe
they should learn the hard way."
Supporting the introduction of the
bill was Senate Minority Leader
Gerard P. Conley, D-Portland, who
was co-sponsor of the move to raise
the drinking age last year. Conley,
however, did not say if he would vote
to pass the bill.
Twin City Plaza
SUB SHOP BREWER 989-6333MON—SAT 10-9
Sunday 12-8
GREEK SPECIALTIES DAILY
MOUSAKA—egg plant, ground beef, cheese sauce
SPINACH PETA—spinach, 3 cheeses, eggs—wrapped in fine crust
DOLMATHES—stuffed grape leaves
Plus a wide assortment of Greek pastry
packaged for gift—giving $2.00
70 Varieties of Subs—Hot & Cold
Who are
you, telling
us how
to run our
business?
It takes a lot of confidence to come
fresh out of school and begin telling us
how to do things.
On the other hand, it takes an un-
usual company to provide the kind of
environment where that can happen, but
that is exactly the environment you'll find
at Scott Paper
We constantly search for people
who have the ability to respond to chal-
lenge and think for themselves, those
with the initiative and desire to seek al-
ternatives. the skill and courage to con-
vince others that there are better ways
and who aren't afraid to express their
ideas
At Scott, we admire art aggressive
stance becwise we are an aggressive
company You can make your own op-
portunities with us and we'll prove it
Contact your
placement office
for information.
SCOTT
art equal opportunity employer, m/f
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Has the property tax done its job?
by Bob Granger
The controversial uniform property tax
will be among eight state bond issues
facing registered Maine voters on Monday
and according to recent public opinion
polls, many people are still undecided on
the issue.
The uniform property tax is only
complex when you look at it closely," says
Dr. David Wihry, UMO economic depart-
ment chairman anti consultant for a
legislative committee studying Maine's
school Finance System. "The main
question facing voters is whether the law
has done what it is supposed to be doing."
Wihry explained that the uniform
property tax was instituted four years ago
to make property tax rates in the state
more uniform for education purposes.
Simply stated, it is a state assessed tax
of 11.5 mills ($11.50 on every $1,000
valuation) levied against state valuation for
each municipality and the unorganized
territory.
The mill rate is set each year by the
legislature at a level that will raise no more
than 50 percent of last year's actual
statewide education costs. State valuation
is the current computed market value of all
taxable property in the state.
"The uniform property tax has made a
substantial contribution to bring about
conformity in property tax rates," Wihry
said.
He explained that before the tax was
established in 1973, in terms of school tax
rates the top 10 percent of the school
districts in the state were paying a mill
rare 11 times higher than the bottom 10
percent of the school districts. In other
words, there was about an 11-1 difference
in the mill rate However, with the tax in
1976, that rate was brought to a more even
1-25-1 ratio.
"It has done substantially what it was
intended to do," he said.
Before the uniform property tax, mun-
icipalities took out the amount of local tax
money that they needed for education and
sent this money directly to the local
schools.
But because this wasn't always enough
to operate the schools, the state began to
add money and send it to the towns. This
extra money came from income and sales
taxes and, in this way, began making
non-property owners pay their share of
education costs.
Under the uniform property tax, towns
still send their local tax money directly to
their schools. However, since some town's
valuations are higher than others, these
municipalities may raise more money than
their education costs call for.
If this occurs, the surplus is sent to the
state where it is redistributed to other
towns and cities in the form of school aid.
This is one of the controversial aspects
of the tax question that has received mixed
reaction because some towns are now
paying more money to the state than they
were before the tax was instituted.
For example, the coastal town of Castine
received $6,000 in basic operating aid from
the state in 1973, but with the tax in 1976,
Castine was instead paying the state
$82,000.
"If you look at these figures, you can see
why the people of Castine are upset,"
Wihry said. "They've experienced an
increase in tax burdens but they started out
with tax rates way below other commun-
ities in the state.
Another example is the coastal town of
Wiscasset, which in 1973, was receiving
$38,000 from the state but last year wound
up paying about $2 million.
"The reason a town will appear on the
pay-in list is because the town has a high
ratio of property tax to the number of
pupils," Wihry said.
In other words, if the town has only a few
"Fat cats" 
number of students but is valuated n s
having a high wealth, that town will often
end up giving money to the state instead of
receiving it.
An opposite example would be the town
of Alton. In 1973 Alton received $46,000
from the state in school operating aid, but
in 1976 it received almost twice that
amount.
Proponents of the tax argue that if the
tax is repealed, 85 percent of Maine's
property owners would end up paying
higher taxes in some form or another. They
also say that the present tax structure
benefits the majority of the state because it
helps smaller schools and school districts
upgrade their educational facilities.
On the other hand, opponents of the
bond issue claim the tax takes more local
control of fax dollars away from the towns
and gives it to the state. They also argue
that money should not be taken from one
:ommunity to help pay for educat'ln ir
another, as is done in places like Castine
and Wiscasset.
"It's not surprising that opposition from
the uniform property tax comes primarily
from towns that are taxed more than they
are used to," Wihry said.
Since the entire issue involving the
uniform property tax is a coausing one,
the State League of Women Voters is
urging voters to find out about the
questions involved before casting their
ballots. Further information about the
uniform property tax can be obtained by
calling Mrs. Babcock of the League at
772-2338.
Police picket trustee meeting
by Dianna Bcnner
The University of Maine Board of
Trustees meeting held in Farmington
Wednesday was highlighted by 14 picket-
ing UMaine policemen, who accused the
trustees of unfair collective bargaining
practices.
The demonstrators, representing at least
three campuses including Orono, Portland
and Farmington, chanted "UM trustees
unfair," then entered the campus building
where the trustees were meeting, display-
ing signs with slogans such as "Fat Cats
get all the gravy" and "University not
bargaining in good faith."
Steve Cullen, organizer for the Team-
sters (who represent the 50-man police
unit), said, "We have a situation where the
university has refused tn negotiate in good
faith."
He said sioce the university has failed to
offer anything except a year-long wage
freeze, the unit has filed eight unfair labor
practice complaints with the Maine Labor
Relations Board.
At the same meeting, a petition was
presented to the trustees bearing the
signatures of approximately 3,000 Orono
students opposed to allowing campus
police to carry handguns.
In other action * Wednesday, UMO
President Howard R. Neville outlined three
possible ways to alleviate severe over-
crowding in UMO dormitories.
"If we don't have some relief," he told
the trustee's physical plant committee,
"we may have a more difficult problem in
the fall of '78 than we did in the fall of /7,
which was the most difficult problem
ever."
Housing at Orono and Bangor Commun-
ity College is overcrowded by 537 students
agove capacity this year. he said, which is
an increase of 75 over last year.
Asked why UMO didn't turn down 53i
freshmen, Neville replied, "That's a
possibility, (but) we would serve the people
of Maine less well." The campus would
also lose revenue, he added.
Neville's three general alternatives to
overcrowding are:
—an off-campus facility owned by a
private developer, but managed and
financed by the university.
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—an on-campus facility built by a private
developer and financed and managed by
the university, which UMO could purchase
over
—an on-campus facility financed, built
and owned by the university.
Although national enrollment projec-
tions call for a decline in college enrollment
in the 1980s, Neville said that even if
UMO's number of qualified applications
does drop, the enrollment will still remain
above what the campus can handle. This is
due to the large number of programs that
are not offered on other campuses, he said.
The university might have to seek a state
bond issue for the proposals, but Neville
said he already had otters from some
"entrepreneurs," the names of which he
would not reveal.
In further action, a subanittee ot the
UMaine Trustees Board oeclared that the
1971 merger of the Portland and Gorham
campuses has sufficed, but that there are
still serious problems that need to be
addressed.
In the subcommittee's report there are
indications for other possible campus
administrative mergers. During the last six
years the Portland-Gorham campuses have
suffered merger pains because of the
differences between the faculties and
programs previously offered at the two
institutions, and because of the distance
between the campuses.
THE SNOW IS HERE
AND SO ARE WE AT
Bike &
'Ca
*CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
IS FUN AND SUPER HEALTHY
Buy your Cross Country Skis
Now While Selection Is Good
FULL LINE OF SPLITKEIN BR AND
AVAILABLE
Good Prices - Quality Skis
PERSONALIZED SERVICE WITH EVERY PURCHASE
COME IN THIS WEEK. See and Talk with Pat Pelletier
(owner) about your cross country skiing needs.
SEVERAL PACKAGES AVAILABLE
WOOD & FIBERGLASS $9950
STARTING AS LOW AS
SKI RENTALS AVAILABLE
752 Still water Avenue (next to McDonald's) Old Town
LAY—A—WAY-BANKAMERICARD-MASTERCHARGE
OPEN: MON FRI-12-6 Saturday-10-5
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Seniors:
by Connie Merrill
After a six-year absence, a UMO
tradition was revived in 137 Bennett Hall
Wednesday night. The senior class held a
meeting.
The lecture class was almost filled to
capacity, although most of the students left
directly after voting.
The members of the class of '78 voted to
wear navy-blue gowns, rather than black,
at graduation. The majority preferred to
buy the gowns at $7.50, since a rental is the
same price. Tassels are provided free by
the Alumni Association.
A steak and lobster dinner and rock band
were preferences for the Senior Bash. Free
beer will not be available at the function,
but Residential Life will sell beer, the
proceeds to go to next year's senior class.
Revival of class meeting
decides parting activities
Wednesday seemed to be the right day
to dust cobwebs from long misplaced
traditions. An interest in a large semi-
formal was expressed by a majority of the
students present at the meeting.
Constance Roy, a member of the Senior
Council, said everything was subject to
approval by the Commencement Commit-
tee. Students, faculty, and administration
are represented on the committee.
May 20 is the tentative date for
commencement. Vice President for
Academic Affairs James M. Clark said the
August ceremony may be abolished
because of low attendance in the past. If
so, graduates will be invited to attend the
May ceremony.
A list of desired commencement speak-
ers in order of priority will be made
available to President Howard R. Neville.
Roy said 40 suggestions were handed in at
the meeting Wednesday.
Although the senior class was allocated
$4,000 from the General Student Senate
(GSS) for graduation expenses, a resolu-
tion may be introduced r.t T Jesday's GSS
meeting to reinstate the amount to the$6,000 allocated last year.
Seniors who may have suggestions or
who may wish to serve on a committee
should contact Senior Council President
Men Strang, 170 Hancock.
Student withdrawals up
A total of 192 students withdrew
from the university before the Nov.
16 deadline for withdrawal without
penalty, said Ann Callahan of the
registrar's office. This is an increase
over last year's withdrawals, which
numbered 167.
Callahan said 122 males were
among those who left, and 68
females. The lopsided number of
male departures is usual, she added.
The most common reason cited for
withdrawal was "personal."
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ainepoeo le FOR
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Have MAINE'S FUTURE in mind!
These four projects were selected as the highest priorities for the University....
1 The largest single project, $3.87 million, is a new
classroom laboratory building to be located at Farmington
for the training of teachers in several specialized fields
including early childhood education, teaching of
handicapped children, home economics and will contain
facilities for services to children who require special
teaching because of speech, hearing, emotional or other
learning problems.
2 The Orono campus needs a $1.5 million addition to
Jenness Hall, the existing chemical engineering building to
provide laboratory and research space as well as
instructional facilities specifically designed for programs
related to the preservation and improvement of our
environment, energy conservation and alternative energy
sources. Money raised from the bond issue will be matched
by privately raised gifts with the Pulp and Paper
Foundation pledging itself to lead industry efforts to secure
$1.5 million to equip the building.
3 Funding of $150,000 for the completion of the English-
Mathematics building on the Orono campus to provide
seven new classrooms to serve all departments.
4 $445,000 for the purchase of new science equipment for
the Portland campus physical sciences building which
opened two years ago and has never been equipped to
support the academic programs.
Believe in and support YOUR University for Maine's future!
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Committee appointments disputed
by Mark Mogensen
With student government representa-
tives claiming "It's a raw deal." and
university administrators countering, "It's
our perogative." a dispute between the
two groups has arisen concerning admini-
strative methods in choosing representa-
tives to administrative committees.
"They may want student input into
student activism and opinion, but in
general it's tokenism. Neville chooses the
students. It's a raw deal." said Student
l'overnment President Michael K.
Mc( overn about student representation on
administrative committees.
However, the administration reserves
the right to preserve "the administrative
perogative to appoint members to Com-
mittees of the Administration.. .and bal-
ance committees perhaps between colleges
or to increase male or female representa-
tion." Assistant to the President Stephen
L. Weber said in a letter voicing the
administration's viewpoint.
The problem began after the student
government submitted its ,;early list of
student nominations for the 16 committees
of the administration.
Mclitivern. when not chosen as repre-
sentative to the facilities planning commit-
tee. wrote a letter to Weber voicing his
disappointment and disapproval.
Student ( wyernment Vice President
I,ordy Lewis said Mc( iovern's complaint
was part of a larger disagreement that
came to a head after a "breakdown in
communicatons."
"We got the names of the people
appointed to administrative positions and
they didn't p.ck our priorities." he said.
Mdiovern was considered a priority
nominee.
Lewis explained that in a letter he sent to
Weber on April 28. 1977, he wrote
"Studcnt tiovernment should be able to
'prioritize' the lists of those appointments
for committees. I also would expect this
prioritization to be respected."
Weber agreed in April with this, adding
that while the administration will consider
the priorities they would not formally
accept each one since "we would no
longer have two nominations for each
position" if required to pick student
government's priority nomination.
However, this school year "they turned
around and took names of people we didn't
place as highest priority," Lewis said.
Of the eight committees comprising 16
student positions. the administration chose
not to pick nine students nominated as high
priority.
"Weber stated that we were not
sufficiently concerned about the issue to
suggest a priority (in a letter to Mdiovern
dated Nov. 17. 1977)." Lewis said. "It
seems to me if we have suggested five
nominees, those are our priorities. Con-
veniently they didn't acknowledge the
priority.''
Weber replied. "We solicited their
preference." In an April 29. 1977 letter
Weber wrote to Lewis, "You are welcome
to suggest which of the nominees you
believed most qualified for the job."
Weber said student government assum-
ed that five months later when nominations
were made he would realize the names
were in priority order. "I had no idea they
were prioritized."
'Student government said they assumed
we would know of the priority from the
earlier correspondence. Well, you can't
afford to assume anything." Weber said.
Although no records are available
detailing the customary procedures.
Weber said he understood that before Jim
Mdiowan was 1975-76 student govern-
ment president, two names were always
requested for each administrative commit-
tee appointment.
"• Mc( aiwan's administration was an
Gordy Lewis
exception to the rule as far as I know,"
Weber said, explaining that a problem with
obtaining nominations to committee
appointments forced Mdoawan to suggest
only one name for each appointment.
The President's Office and 1971)-77
Student f,overnment President Dan
O'Leary met and decided to resume the
Selection process defended
11‘ Martha Nason
In response to, UMO student
government charges that the UMO
administration does not pick the
most qualified students to serve on
policy committees, the assistant to
President Howard R. Neville told the
t,eneral Student Senate this week
that the administration does not pick
Just students who it thinks will agree
with its policy decisions.
"We cannot appoint Uncle Tom
committees." presidential assistant
Stephen Weber said Tuesday night.
"that is, we don't look around and
pick those (students) who sym-
pathize with our policies.—
The administration seeks a "bal-
anced representation" for each
student and administrative commit-
tee. Weber said.
Student tiovernment Vice Presi-
dent (Jordon Leis has repeatedly
criticized the administration's choice
of different students to administra-
tive policy committees, saying he felt
the most qualified had not been
chosen.
Weber told the senate that if the
senate nomination list had made
clear w hich students the senate
wanted appointed, the administra-
tion would have appointed them.
"We would've been glad to honor
such a priority list, if it was so."
Weber said, claiming that the letter
sent by President Michael K.
Mctlovern and his staff apparently
did not make such a list clear.
Weber also said the senate sent a
nomination list to the office of
student affairs that was tardy and
incomplete, a charge to which Lewis
took heated objection.
Lewis told the senate he was "very
upset" with Weber's charges. Both
Lewis and Weber stressed that a
quick and fair solution to the
"misunderstanding" should be
found.
Lewis noted that the list was sent
three days late, but said it was tardy
because the senate was trying to
interest off-campus students.
Weber refused to discuss specific
individual appointments, saying that
persennel matters shouldn't be
discussed in "this type of public
forum discussion."' The senate voted
not to go into executive session to
discuss individual students. though.
Weber recommended that the
senate nominate students for admin-
istrative committees, established
each September. in the spring to
avoid recurrence of this type of
problem.
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two-for-one procedure whenever possible.
This method continues this year for student
representatives as well as faculty, profes-
sional and classified representatives on
administratilve committees.
The administration's request of two
nominees for every one position is in
accordance with the administration's stat-
ed perogative to appoint members to its
own committees and help balance a given
committee. Weber said.
'It's not appropriate for me to tell
student government how to conduct their
meetings.'' Weber said. "Obviously.
we're responsible to the faculty, profes-
sionals, classified employees and the
students. The student government doesn't
have that responsibility. But we solicit
nominees, we're not obligated."
The argument continues. Mcliovern said
"they're stacking the committees. I've got
nothing against any of the students chosen
for the committees, but in most cases this
year they have chosen students who have
not been on the committeec before and who
have not been active.
"They are important positions and 1
would hope the administration would want
students with some expertise." he said.
"If they want student input and balance
should they choose the students or should
the student representative body choose th,!
appointments?" Mdiovern asked, "If they.
want a true and balanced representation.
they are being hypocritical, whether it's
students, or faculty, or classified em-
ployees."'
Weber responded. "Yes. the Student
("overnment can do a good job selecting
representatives. But some appointments
have seemed inappropriate." He cited an
example when a nominee to the conduct
committee had acquired a poor conduct
record.
"From my knowledge. the administra-
tion has never declined both nominations
for any one position.'" Weber added.
He said. "Now I think we've come to the
stage w.here vve can honorably disagree.
Lewis echoed. "Maybe we've agreed to
disagree."
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Monday's state referendum on whether
Maine's uniform property tax should be repealed
leaves members of the Maine media society in a
"damned if we do, damned if we don't"
situation.
Verbal barbs would come equally strong from
both sides no matter what side newspapers
endorse. And justly so.
Each side has sound arguments for either the
retention or repeal of the controversial method of
funding state education.
The whole campaign by proponents and
opponents during the last few weeks has gotten
most heated and confusing as both sides put
forth last-minute advertising barrages aimed at
The eight bond issues on Monday's ballot ask
for an allocation of more than $65 million toward
various improvements in education, the
environment and everyday life. Though the price
tags appear steep to a state that polls show to be
fiscally conservative, the requests are needed
and generally deserving.
The first question on the ballot which calls for
some $30 million for pollution abatement
facilities is necessary for Maine to continue its
decade-old battle toward cleaner lakes and
rivers. It would provide for construction and
improvement of various sewage treatment plants
around the state. We urge a "YES" vote.
The second question requests $300,000 for
construction of a building at the Maine Maritime
Academy. While we would like to see more
support for the Castine institution come from the
federal level, we endorse this bond issue.
Improvement of classroom and living facilities
will do nothing to diminish the quality training
these men receive which allows them to enter our
nation's vital maritime forces as qualified
personnel.
The third question calls for $5.9 million for
construction projects at several University of
Maine campuses and we strongly support it as a
just dessert for an institution that has earned
additional funding through some painful years of
financial belt-tightening.
We also urge a "YES" vote on the fourth bond
issue, one which would allow some $3.7 million
for construction projects at several vocational
technical institutes throughout the state. We
staunchly defend the place of university
education in the state of Maine, but realize the
practical job training provided at these schools
merits our financial support.
Question five asks for $10 million for energy
conservation improvements in our state-owned
buildings and public schools. By insulating our
buildings now, we save later on escalating fuel
bills. We vote "YES."
Some 21 airports in the state would benefit
greatly if the sixth bond issue passes. Legislators
NR EEtki
"in 1,160t0 so
(ROUX°
swaying the large percent of uninformed and
undecided voters.
The Maine Campus has heard no arguments
on repeal to render the issue clear cut one way or
the other. Little or no consistency has been
advanced by either camp. Both the repeal and
retain people, despite purporting infinite
wisdom, have conceded to sound reasoning from
the other.
But now a consistent trend has developed, a
pattern that has convinced the Campus that
repeal of the uniform property tax would be the
wisest and most sensible step toward fair
taxation and equal education for every school
child in the state of Maine.
recommended $1.9 million for improvements to
airports and this money would be increased
greatly by masses of federal grants. A step to
improve Maine air travel is a step toward the
future. The time is now. We vote "YES."
The seventh question requests $11.5 million
for improvements to Maine highways and
bridges. We urge support of this bond issue. A
great part of our state population depends on our
roads and bridges for their transportation,
pleasure and work. The improvements are
necessary and deserving.
The final bond issue, though it calls for a
long-needed institution, does not get our support
due to apparent poor planning by its sponsors.
They request $2.1 million for construction of a
home for Maine veterans. We support the
concept with great enthusiasm. We can't back
the plan as it is proposed because the state will
be required to pick up the tab for its operating
expenses that haven't been determined yet. The
senate chairman of the Legislature's
Appropriations Committee, David Huber,
R-Falmouth, pointed out this fault this week and
called for a revised plan. We do too. We urge a
"NO" vote.
Those people favoring repeal of the tax feel it
is, quite frankly, a mess, a system that, since its
inception in 1973, has failed to achieve its goal of
providing equal uniform education through equal
uniform property taxation.
But what has impressed us is that even those
favoring retention of the UPT agree that it is a
governmental patient in need of major facelift.
Because both sides have deemed the present
tax system inadequate and in need of
improvement, we urge a "YES" vote Monday on
the referendum question of whether to repeal the
state's uniform property tax.
Opponents of repeal say changes should be
made gradually, but we don't agree, having seen
how slowly bureaucracy is capable of moving
when not pressed. Repeal, we feel, would press
them into much-needed action.
Former Maine Gov, Kenneth Curtis, the
figurehead chairman of a group against repeal, is
one of those "retainers" who has admitted to
major faults in the structure of the UPT.
Curtis, who was governor when the tax was
initiated, proposes, however, that such major
changes be done one step at a time instead of
"wiping out the entire legislation."
Reasoning offered by Gov. James B. Longley
this week, though, strikes us as more realistic
than Curtis' "we'll do it tomorrow" rationale.
Longley, in an announcement this week, said
he favored repeal since it would force the
legislature immediately to face the issue of tax
revamping. He also said repeal of the present tax
system would be a "positive step" toward
returning taxation and land value assessments to
the local level. Repeal will not be the cure-all
solution, Longley admitted,but it would be a
start.
We agree with the Governor. And that's why
we urge a "YES" vote Monday on the repeal of
the uniform property tax. It won't be, as the
Governor admitted, the final answer, but it will
be a step in the right direction.
It's time the Maine Legislature started doing
today what it can no longer afford putting off
until tomorrow.
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reader's opinion
The Campus encourages letters from
readers. To be published, letters must be
signed and include an address, but names will
be withheld upon request. Brief letters are
advised, and all are subject to editing for
grammar, good taste and available space.
'bigoted bunch of bull 'about blacks
To the Editor;
Pigments and Pigskins (Nov.
18) has to be the biggest piece of
trash I have ever seen. Let me
further say that I am ashamed to
have anything to do with a
university whose campus news-
paper would print such a bigoted
bunch of bull concerning a topic
that apparently they know
nothing about.
Coach Bicknell's statement.
hether you want to believe it or
not. is 100 percent true. The
analogies in the article that follow
this statement (i.e. dance,
boogey. and sexual prowess)
though. are a ploy on the editor's
part to make the football coach
sound as foolish and idiotic as
himself. I cannot let my
intelligence be insulted in such a
way.
You see white America. blacks
really do run faster, jump higher,
and overall make a better athlete
than we honkies. The difference
in the physiological make-up of
the two races is such so as to
make this so. The black species
originated in the equator regions
where the climate is conducive to
extremely hot weather. Cons-
equently they need less adipose
(fat) tissue to keep warm.
Instead the tissue was built
into a leaner productive mass
known as muscle. Whites away
from the equator and in the colder
regions of the. world (such as
Maine). need an extra laver of
adipose tissue to keep them
warm. This comes at the expense
of productive tissue.
For proof of the blacks extra
muscle mass, look at the sport of
swimming. In waier, lean tissue
(muscle/bones) will sink while
adipose (fat) will float. There
never has been nor will there
probably ever be a good black
swimmer because when they get
into the water, they have a
heavier mass to propell.
Whites, on the other hand.
have a nice layer of fat which aids
in their ability to stay on top of the
water.
too feel Bicknell's state-
ment shows a blatant disrespect
for the university's whole sports
program. but then again. I think
the sports at this university stink.
With the exception of swimming
and baseball, what athletic team
has done anything that we can be
proud or
Being from Massachusetts I
laugh every time I think that over
the past 10 years. Maine's white
football teams have scored but 3
points to the integrated U. Mass's
400 or so. This is just plain
disgusting.
So you say that we have
nothing here to offer blacks. For
that matter, what does this
university really have to offer
anyone? The University of Maine
at Boron° is not high on the list of
schools that offer a variety of
activities (especially free) for
their students. When drinking is
far and away the number one
activity. I think we have a
problem.
Furthermore, we need blacks
(like Rufus Harris) if we are ever
going to have a winning sports
program. Statistics show this.
Some SO percent of the NFL and
some 70 percent of the NBA is
black. while 0 percent of pro-
fessional players are from U.
Maine. Real impressive pro-
duction from the nation's only all
white school.
My prediction is that if this
school ever produces an Amer-
ican professional athlete, he will
be black. At this time, Mr.
Editor, I hope you report it with
as much dignity and pride in the
Van Buren Gazette (or whatever
great paper you write for) as you
did in that other great newspaper.
the Maine Campus.
Slow and white,
Mike Pimental
Looking for Utopia
fo the Editor.
As a resident of Augusta Hall
at BCC. I'm mad! This is
December and as you are well
aware, there are only three weeks
left of school. Let me give you a
few examples of the way life
really is in this hole. We have had
no full-time janitor for seven
weeks. I am still living in a triple
with a junior transfer and a senior
foreign student.
When I first came to Orono two
years ago. I was stuck in a sink
room in Chadbourne Hall. It
stunk! Then I was moved to the
basement of Chadborne. These
were the days it was still called
"the dungeons." However. I
would give my eyeteeth to move
into these Utopias. They were
Utopia compared to Bangor
Chicken Coops.
Our hall is really a mess, no
Janitor, no cooperation from the
administration to make things
better as far as I am aware, no
breaks! What is my money paying
for? Surely it can not be for that
bus system.
Speaking of buses, on Thurs-
day. Nov. 17. my roommate and I
got on a bus to go to Orono. It
would not start. No one had any
booster cables, not the two bus
drivers, not a passing cop. I
wanted to get to class, so I offered
my assistance.
I got my van and jumped the
bus. Meanwhile everyone had
transfered to the other bus and
left. Luckily we got the bus
started.
Did you know that our cafeteria
Brewer Commons has a "policy"
not to give two hamburgers and
two buns at one time to anyone? I
mean, who wants the things. but
it emphasizes the absurdity of
surviving here.
Administration, please. hire a
janitor for us.
Are we punishing ourselves with our studies?
To the Editor:
I would like to clarify some
important issues brought up by
Jane Webster in the Nov. 18 issue
concerning my comments on
all-nighters and Jesus Christ.
Jane brought up some valid
points and I would like to
apologize to Jane and any others
who may have been misled by
anything I had written.
First of all, in my quote from
John 16:24. I didn't mean to
imply that God will give you good
grades simply because it would
make you happy. I believe that
God has a plan for each of our
lives, and if it's his will. I could
flunk out of school.
But I would also know that if
this happened I could look
forward to something far greater
To the Editor:
to take place and I would thank
Him as much for that as I would
for a B on a physics test. The
Bible says to give thanks for
everything, for that is God's will
for you.
I've had plenty of instances
where it looked as though 1 was in
for a long night. but when 1
directed all of my thoughts to God
and really put Him first. He
seemed to make things a little
easier for me. I had a sense of
recall: things just seemed to sink
in without a lot of pondering and
stumbling over the material, and
it took less time to study than I
anticipated.
This was my main point in
the letter, that it seems a lot of us
are really punishing ourselves
ith our studies. I know for
myself when I truly put God first.
He gave me some help that He
knev. I needed.
As Jane said, we do have a
free mind, but it's our choice to
either follow it and face life and
its problems alone, or we can
follow God and receive all the
benefits which he has promised to
us. Whichever road you choose. I
Fuming.
Ron Beaulieu
215 Augusta Hall
believe that God's plan for your
life will ultimately be fulfilled.
And personally, in knowing that
(rod is right beside me. lam much
happier and confident about my
studies, career, and anything
else, no matter how big or small. 1
may encounter.
Bill Mason
102 Aroostook
A joyful state of mind
To the Editor:
During the week of Nov.
14-17. UMO had the sheer
pleasure of being honored with a
special visit by the Arthur Hall
Afro-American Ensemble.
starring Arthur Hall and Farel
Johnson. their professional
Seriously, it's not funny
Your editorial about
Bicknell's racist remarks (Nov.
18) tried to be funny about a very
serious matter.
Unfortunately racism in the
United States is so rampant that
Feed the pigs
To the Editor.
It is hoped that this letter will
serve as an introduction to an
enticing idea.
Specifically. we refer to the
eating habits of UMO students.
It is apparent to us that much of
the food given to students in the
UMO cafeterias is not eaten.
Rather. it is thrown out as
garbage for the disposal units.
Here is oyr question: Why
should this food be wasted?
As farmers, it hurts us to see
edible food go uneaten. So our
proposal is this: we feel that this
uneaten cafeteria food should not
be thrown out as garbage: it
should be fed to hogs.
The hogs could be fed and
tended along with the cows at the
university farm. And to comply
with federal laws governing the
recycling of food, it could De
steam processed at our own UMO
steam plant.
Hogs could be purchased at the
going market price. They could be
raised and either sold to whole-
salers or be slaughtered and fed
to UMO students.
This would mean good bacon
for breakfast, and good pork for
lunch and supper, food that.would
not be literally thrown out. It
would be the ultimate in re-
cycling.
We hope that his proposal will
he considered and acted upon hy
all concerned parties.
Respectfully.
The Oak Hall farmers
liberal making fun of the problem
like you did, makes people think
it's okay to be racist. Brewer's
:artoon on the same page of the
;ampus backs that up
.-ompletely.
However, young blacks in
Harlem. over SO percent of' whom
don't have a job aren't laughing.
The blacks who were
attacked at Bunker Hill last week
aren't laughing.
Stephen Biko. murdered by
the South African fascists, can't
ever laugh again.
The crisis in America slowly
deepens -even Pablo on the same
page of the Campus talks about
the stench of our dying cities. Our
society will turn either to fascism
or socialism to get over the crisis.
(See "Business Week". "Why
the industrial (capitalist) nations
aren't growing". Nov. 21. 1977.)
Those in power prefer op-
pression rather than socialism -
and push racism to help it; thus
the resurgence of the KKK and
the Nazis. Let's not help them on
this campus.
Don't laugh at racism fight
it!
Chalmers Hardenbergh
Instructor, College of Arts and
Science
drummer. In those four days the
efforts of the company organized
a handful of enthusiastic student
i,olunteers to teach them a bit of
African culture expressed
through dance and music
With a "little" labor and an
abundance of friendly teamwork.
the union of the two forces
shared their fruitful undertaking
with the university community.
by performing two free shows in
Hauck Auditorium and the Damn
Yankee, Thursday. Nov. 17.
I'm just one of the part-
icipants who would like to take
this time to thank the people who
shared with me an experience I'll
always contemplate in a joyful
state of mind. I would also like to
express my desire and hope that
such extracurricular learning
activities as this one continue to
enlighten the minds of students
seeking cultural awakening.
Awaiting the company's return.
Ron Pospisil
WURM
To the Editor.
The sisters of WURM applaud
the efforts of Ben Pottach's letter
(Nov. 21). There are those who
believe that worms are slimy and
disgusting. It is our hope that
through our presence on this
campus we will be able to change
that image.
WURM is the slowest growing
organization on campus—a
unique sorority with non-
traditional attitudes. Rest
assured, worm lover, that while
we exist as an organization. the
WURM will never become
extinct.
Betsy Bradshaw
President of WURM
301 Hart Hall
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Drinking age drives dorm party out-of-state
by Ken Holmes
Chadbourne Hall's "crazy idea" has
become a reality. Tonight, over SO of the
dormitory's residents will celebrate their
annual semi-formal at a hotel in Dover,
N.H., where they can party and drink, free
of the restrictions imposed by Maine's new
drinking-age laws.
The trip came about, according to
dormitory co-President Dick Thomas, after
he and other scmi-formal organizers met
no luck in making satisfaztory arrange-
ments closer to hoifie.
The problem, Thomas says, is that local
establishments indicated they either would
sell alcohol only if attendees were all over
age 20, or would bar 18 and I9-year-olds
from the party altogethei
Because the organizers didn't want to
stage the event in the dorm itself, the idea
1 Calendar changes to give
students 4-day fall recesss
The academic calendars for 1978,
1979 and 1980 include a two-day fall
recess. Classes will not be held a
Thursday and Friday in October.
To compensate for these two days.
Thanksgiving break will start the
fourth Wednesday in November at 1
p.m. instead of Wednesday at 8 a.m.
and classes will begin a day earlier in
the fall, on the Tuesday after Labor
Day.
Earsel Goode, assistant registrar,
said he hopes a system will be
designed that will enable all students
to pre-register before the fall sem-
ester so they will not have to be here
until their classes begin.
The plan was made last year as a
compromise because students com-
plained that they needed a fall break,
Goode said. A week vacation is not
possible because classes must meet
for 14 weeks between Labor Day and
Christmas, he said.
The idea is that most students will
go home, Goode said, but provisions
will be made for those who have too
far to
Inc plan was made after a
calendar survey and approved by the
Student Senate, Council of Colleges
and President Howard R. Neville.
Goode said. Next year the break will
begin on Oct. 19.
BOUNTY
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Tuesdays thru Saturdays
November 29 esismummilmimma December 3
"EAST COAST MUSCLE"
December 6 December 10
"SUNDANCE"
December 13 December 17
"THE GRADUATES"
Sunday---"DISCO"---Monday
By Dana Wilson
HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL NIGHT
Avaizgez:w.x.,v
The Photographer's Bandboor
by John Hedgecoe
Whether you have a question about the %workings of
any type of camera or about any photographic
technique. this encyclopedic illustrated handbook
Provide. the answer Gy the author of The Book of
Photography —alraady established as the beet one-
volume guide ever puc.liahed to seeing and taking
pictures—It makes the same brillent use of graphics
and is designed to be the natural, and indispensable
companion to the earlier book
In 352 closely packed page* (64 of them in full
color) and in more than 600 seperate entries. This
Photographers Handbook sets forth all the Information
anyone—amateur or professional—needs to make truly
exceptional pictures Tables, explainat ions, drawings
and diagrams. as well as a succinct text—here is the
book that every photographer needs, compact enough
to slip into a camera beg
The aim throughout is clarity and mos of
understanCling The most difficult procedures and
iechniques (arid little known tricks) are explained—
• often with the help of drawings arid diagrams—so that
anyone with a camera can try them out Whether you
are shooting into the sun, processing and printing a
badly exposed negative, posing a fashion mod*, laying
out a darkroom. making color prints from trans-
parenCies. or using a strobe flash, The Photographar's
Handbook Is the single nuts—and—bolts book that
shows you how to do it all
At the
University Bookstore
XLVZEVAVX1V:WAVMEW..1MA.1..1.
of carting the whole event off to New
Hampshire was born.
"It was just a crazy idea at first,"
explains Thomas. "Some people got
talking.. just as a joke, someone said we
ought to take the whole thing to New
Hampshire.
"We all laughed, but then thought why
the hell not?"
Thomas expresses his hope that "the
whole adventure is going to be a good
time."
He says he doesn't want people to get
the impression that the only reason the
event will be held out of state is so those
under 20 can drink alcohol.
The main reason for moving the event,
he says, is that dorm residents weren't
willing to have a "divided" party, at which
those under age 20 would be treated
differently, or excluded altogether.
"What we're trying to stress is that
we're not just going there to drink. We also
want to show that we can avoid this law,"
he says.
Avoiding Maine's drinking law, though,
won't come cheap for Chadbourne's
party-goers. Transportation alone, in the
form of a chartered bus, will cost about
$500. All told, each of the students
riding to the event on the bus will have to
pay Sit). The fee which will buy them each
transportation, a buffet supper, and
admission to the dance.
The bus was chartered "because we
wanted to make sure no one was driving
down," according to Thomas.
Thomas says more Chadbourne resi-
dents might have gone to the semi-formal
if it had been held closer to hone. Many
residents, he says, seem to have been
scared off by the impracticality of the
event.
"But now that they're seeing our
success, 1 think they're kind of jealous," he
says of those not going.
As of now, Thomas says he knows of no
other campus groups that are going out of
state to hold their parties. But at least for
Chadbourne residents, the plan represents
the acceptable alternative for which they
were searching.
"It's just college life," says Thomas. ''A
party is just not going to be a good time
without alcohol."
FOR THE GALS-
Want A Great
Boot Buy?
• Tan Leather
Upper
• Side Zipper
• Fully Fleece
Lined
• Crepe Sole
Our Great Value 
'35BUY NOW
STANDARD SHOES
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The Cultural Catalog
Films
Orono 
Dec. 2
"Far From the Madding Crowd" MUAB 7 & 9
p.m. at 101 em.
Dec. 3
"Bugsy Malone" 2,6, and 9 p.m. at 120 Little Hall
sponsored by Oak HHH.
"Patton" 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. at 101 EM(MUAB)
Dec 4
"Colossus, The Forbin Project and Flash Gordon
Serial" 7 p.m.at 101 Em.
Dec, 5
Sandwich Cinema "Siberia: The Endless
Horizon" 12 noun. North Lown Room.
Dec. 7
Ram's Horn presents 'conclusion of "Flash
Gordon" at 7:30 and 9 p.m. Free popcorn.
Dec. 8
IDB movie "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 7
& 9 :15 p.m. 101 EM.
Sandwich Cinema "Ascent of Man: Generation
Upon Generation" 12 p.m. North Lown Room.
Dec. 9
MUAB movie "Rhinoceros" 7 and 9:30 p.m.
101 EM.
Dec. 10
MUAB movie "Silent Running" 7 and 9:30 p.m.
101 EM
Dec. 11
SF Film "Dark Star" and "Flash Gordon Serial"
7 p.m. 101 EM
Dec. 12
IDB movie "Lifeguard" 7 & 9:15 p.m. 120 Little
Hall.
Dec. 15
Sandwich Cinema "Ascent of Man: The Long
Childhood" 12 noon North Lown Room.
IDB movie "Lifeguard" 7 & 9:15 p.m. 100
Nutting Hall.
Dec. 16
MUAB movie "Enter the Dragon" 7 & 9:15 p.m.
101 Em.
Dec. 17
MUAB movie "Barry Lyndon" 7 p.m. only Hauck
Auditorium.
Bangor 
Dec. 7
Wednesday Night Film Series, "The Shop on
Main Street", 1965 Czech film, 7:30 p.m., BCC
Student Union.
Dec. 14
Wednesday Night Film Series, "Diary of a
Country Priest," 1951 French film, 7:30 p.m.,
BCC Student Union.
Blue Hill 
Dec. 2
Frederico Fellini's "Night of Cabiria" with
Guilietta Masina, will be shown in the Town Hall
at 8 p.m.
Ellsworth 
Dec. 8
"Ship of Fools" with Vivian Leigh, Simone
Signoret, Jose Ferrer and Lee Marvin (1965)
Grand Theatre at 8 p.m.
Dec. 15
"Fahrenheit 451" Francois Truffaut directs theRay Bradbury tale. Stars lskat Werner and
Julie Christie (1966) Grand Theatre 8 p.m.
Waterville 
Dec. 2
"Two English Girls" by Francois Truffaut at
Lovejoy, 8 p.m.
Dec. 5
"Revolution Until Victory" at Lovejoy, 7:30 and 9
p.m.
Dec. 6
"The Lord of the Flies" by William Golding at
Lovejoy at 7 and 9 p.m.
Dec. 7
"Arsenic and Old lace" by Frank Capra at
Lovejoy at 8 p.m.
Dec. 8
"The Ritual" directed by Ingmar Bergman at
Lovejoy at 8 p.m.
Farmington 
Dec. 6
"The Last Resort", documentary film on the
battle against the Seabrook, N. H. nuclear power
plant, to be shown at the small lecture hall, UMF
Kaleidoscope
an entertainment section
at 7:30 p.m. No admission charge sponsored by
the Farmington Clamshell Alliance and the
UMF Lecture Committee.
Drama
Orono 
Dec. 6-10
The Maine Masque will present "Arsenic and Old
Lace- at Hauck Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Dec. 11
-The Furies of Mother Jones" 8:15 P.M. Hauck
Aurium presented by the Little Flags Theatre
Corn party.
Bangor 
Dec. 2-3
Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano de Bergerac" will be
performed by the Acadia Repertory Company in
Memorial Hall (opposite the Bangor House) at 8
p.m. George Vafiadis, director of the theater,
plays the title role.
Dec. 3
"The Kingdom of Dragonia" will be at the Acadia
Repertory Theater at 10:30. This play is largely for
children, though adults will be welcome.
Farmington 
Dec. 7-10
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night" will be given in
the Alumni Theater, University of Maine, at 7:30
p.m.
Crafts
Orono 
Dec. 3-4
The Eighth Annual Creative Arts Fair will be held
on Dec. 3 and 4 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Memorial Union, University of Maine. Over 85
state of Maine 8 n d UMO student craftsmen will
be available for sales and demonstrations Free
admission. Lunch and dessert will be available.
Puppet shows by Frank Hamabe will be held on
Dec. 4 at 1 and 3 p.m.
Farmington 
Dec. 3
The Franklin County Arts and Crafts Association
will sponsor it's 7th Annual Christmas Crafts Fair
at the UMF student center from 9-4 p.m. There
is no admission charge.
Music
Orono 
Dec. 2
Faculty recital Downeast Chamber Payers (Louis,
Hall, oboe; Susan Heath, flute; Richard Jacobs,
clarinet; Philip Nesbit, horn): 8:15 p.m.—Lord
Hall.
Program: Works by Franz Danzi, Irving Fine,
Pauline Hall, Jacques lbe,t, and Eugene Bozza.
Dec. 3
Chamber Music Recital: Elizabeth Downing,
flute; Mary Downing, clarinet; Greg Lecket,
piano; Robert LeClair, oboe; Lynn Patterson,
bassoon; 8:15 p.m. Lord Hall.
Program: Wayne Barlow, The Winter's Passed;
Jacques lbert, Piece pour Flute Seule; Alec
Templeton, Trio for Flute, oboe and piano; G.F.
Handel, Sonata In F Major, op. 1 no.3; Arthur
Berger, Quartet In C Major.
Dec 6
Chamber Music Concert, UMO Chamber Singers
directed by Patricia Stedry, accompanied by
Lillian Garwood, piano, with string ensembles
prepared by Kristin Lindley; 8:15 p.m.-Lord Hall.
Program includes: Orland Gibbons' "Street
Cryes" and 3 humorous Haydn vocal quartets.
DeC . 11
Concert, Oratorio Society, UMO Orchestra, Youth
Chorus directed by Ludlow Hallman; 3:00 p.m.-
Memorial Gym.
Program: St. Nicholas Cantata by Benjamin
Britten with soloist Fritz Robertson, tenor;
Vespers by W.A. Mozart with soloists. David
Baxter, bass, Linda Carroll, soprano, Amy
Lalime, alto, Bruce lancaster, tenor
Dec. 12
Graduate Recital. Mary Bruesch, cello with
Elizabeth Munster and Dr. William Sleeper,
piano; 8:15 p.m.-Lord Hall.
Program: Bach: Suite No. 5 in C minor;
Shostakovitch: Sonata, Op. 40; Bloch: Schlemo
(Hebrew Rhapsody).
Dec. 14-15
The annual Christmas choral concert with the
UMO singers and chorus at 8:15 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium.
Dec. 17
A graduate recital by the Kathdin String Quartet
at 8:15 p.m. at Lord Gall.
Waterville and Bangor 
Dec. 16-17
The Haydn festival Orchestra and Chorus will
present "The Messiah" by Handel at the
Hammond St. Congregational Church in Bartgor
Dec 16 and at the Hancock County Auditorium on
Dec. 17.
Waterville 
Dec. 2
There will be a flute recital by Letitia Chase
Huling in Given Auditorium, Colby College. 8
p.m.
Dec. 4
There will be a Christmas concert by the Colby
Community Symphony Orchestra, the Colby Glee
Club and the Waterville Area Community Chorus
in Lorimer Chapel, Colby College at 8 p.m.
Bach's "magnigicat," directed by Paul Machlin,
and Brahms' Symphony No. 2, conducted by
Peter Re, will be featured.
Farmington 
Dec. 15
The University of Maine at Farmington
Community Orchestra will present a Christmas
concert, including selections by the Farmington
Community Chorus, at 7:30 p.m. in Nordical
Auditorium. Free admission.
Art Sales, Auctions
Bangor -
There will be an art auction on Dec. 10 for the
benefit of Open Space, a new artist arts center
serving eastern and northern Maine. For more
information, contact Michael Alpert or Nancy
Benson at 336 Center St.
Art
Orono 
December
Art Exhibits at the University of Maine during
December include: Gallery I, Carnegie Hall:
Original art by Maine artists and others for
Christmas buying; Gallery II, Carnegie Hall:
Paintings and sculptures by artist who live and/or
work in Maine; Print Room, Carnegie Hall:
Twenty-five lithographs by Ronald Searle,
English satirist and cartoonist, courtesy of the
Ferdinand Roten Galleries of Baltimore, Md.;
Lobby, Hauck Auditorium: "Carnival," paintings
by Tom Ham ii, newcomer artist to Patten; Photo
Salon, Memorial Union: "Mexico," delightful
and fanciful watercolors on Mexican theme by
Tom Hamil: Lobby, alumni Hall: Small acrylic,
casein and ink paintings on various subject by
Camden artist Richard Derby Tucker; Seminar
Room, Carnegie Hall: "The Artist and His
Model," 15 etchings from the UMO Art Collection
by Michael Mazur.
Farmington 
December
An exhibition of student art work will be on
display at the University of Maine Student Center
in the 1980 Lounge from Dec. 6 to 19. Hours,
Including weekends, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Bar Harbor 
December
The Ahmisa Maze Gallery, 52 Cottage St., has
announced its inaugural exhibit with works by
Joseph Haroutunian, Thomas Brennan, Nancy
Jenkins, Ivan Rasmussen, Fred Lyncy and others
Hours, daily, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., 7:30 to 10.30
P.m.
Bangor 
December
Works by Maine artists are on display at the
Bangor Art Gallery, Sunbur, Mall, Central St.
Hours, Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5
p m.; Thursday and Friday night until 9.
The Northern National Bank is displaying a dozen
paintings by Clyde Folsom
:7
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This evening
Music to Soothe
the Savage
The Downeast Chamber Players, a faculty
woodwind quintet from the University of Maine at
Orono, will present a recital in Lord Hall Friday,
December 2, 1977 at 8:15 p.m. The ensemble
features Susan Heath, flute; Louis Hall, oboe;
Richard Jacobs, clarinet; Philip Nesbit, horn; and
Kenneth Mumme, bassoon. Their December 2nd
program will consist of music by Franz Danzi,
Irving Fine, Pauline Hall, Jacques lbert, and
Eugene Bozza.
The Downeast Chamber Players, established
in 1963, are the oldest woodwind quintet in
Maine. They have presented varied programs
throughout the state and are Included in the
Maine State Commission on the Arts and
Humanities program—Outreach: Maine Arts
Resources. In 1976 the Downeast Chamber
Players were selected as one of the two ensembles
to represent the state in a formal recital in the John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in
Washington, D.C.
Susan Heath received a B.M. from the
University of Michigan and studied with Nelson
Haoerstein, Clement Barone (Detroit Symphony)
and Francis B. Williams (New York Ballet), R.
Dalbert and Claude Monteux. She has been a
member of the Interlochen National
Saginaw, Plymouth, Dearborn, Ann Arbor and
Princes Georges orchestras. Mrs. Heath has
given numerous chamber music performances in
the mid-west and Maine,
Louis Hall is a doctoral candidate at the
University of Illinois in addition to his duties at
UMO. He has studied with Edelfsen, Howell,
Dessin, Berry, Papp, Liety and Goggins. His solo
and ensemble credits include the mid-west, the
Berkshires and Maine.
Richard Jacobs received his training at
Colorado State College and the University of •
Iowa. He has had orchestral experiences with the
Greeley Philharmonic, Maine Summer
Symphony, Monteux Festival Orchestra, Colby
Community Orchestra and numerous university
and civic organizations. In chamber music, he has
performed and served as a music clinician and
adiudicator in the mid-west, New England and
Canada. He was a Younger Scholar and Fellow of
the National Endowment for the Humanities in
1969-1970.
Philip Nesbit came to UMO from the
University of Miami and New England
Conservatory. His teachers include James
Chambers, Marcus Fisher, and James Stagliano.
He has played with the Greater Miami, Fort
Lauderdale, Brooklyn, Juilliard, Miami Beach,
Springfield, Handel-Haydn Society, Goldovsky
Opera, Cambridge Festival, Lexington,
Columbus, Lima and Bangor Symphony
Orchestras. He has also been active in chamber
music in most of these centers.
Kenneth Mumme was a pupil of Edgar
Sherman and Donald Benz. He has played with
orchestras in Trondheim and Foal (Norway),
Portland, Wisconsin, Lincoln, Omaha, Monteux
Festival Orchestra, as well as several university
and college ensembles. His professional life for
twenty—five years has included teaching, opera,
and stage shows.
This Weekend
The eighth annual creative crafts fair promises
over 85 craftsmen with sales and demonstrations
this weekend Dec 3 and 4. Each day
craftsmen-artists will demonstrate aspects of their
crafts. New this year will be a juggling act and
puppet show developed by UMO students.
Poetry Corner
ALL SAINT'S DAY
Our truck dipped down lumpy roads
Through hill-muffled towns,
Past lakes, great plates of sun-glitter--
And all the way, jets raced us
Like snow-comets to the sea,
Twin-tailed in the high blue air.
With our windows down,
Autumn shuddered in our breath
As she browned the hills to burial mounds,
The richer colors of her blood
Long spent in the love and rage
Of early dying
We could feel her crawl now,
Aching to her grave
Once, a small tree flared yellow
Upon a rise
But everywhere lay the leaf-shallows—
Bronze flakes, breeze-kicked,
While the trees—arms lifted
In empty incantation—
Were ghosts of radiance fled.
This Week
Arriving at the pond,
We watched currents curl by
Like tentacles of thread
Through running sapphire,
While across the water
Rifles popped in dry tree ranks.
Jammed into a shore of sunken stone,
The pines were wind-bent wizards,
Green-whiskered and gaunt.
When the others had left for a spell,
I stood and heard
In the hiss of dead grass
A call to cast my thoughts,
Like corks, into the pond
And let myself swirl forth
As a flood of spirit heat
And grip at last
Each rock and tree
Each leaf and sparkle
Each ripple and shadow,
To grip and finally hold it all
As mine—
To swirl and break
Across the earth
And beyond.
—Bernie MacKinnon
 UMO PRESENTS COMEDY
CLASSIC—" Arsenic and Old Lace," a Broadway
hit of the 1940s, will be presented by the University
of Maine at Orono's Maine Masque Theatre in the
Hauck Auditorium Dec. 6-10 at 8:15 p.m. Among
the cast of 16 are (left to right) Timothy Wheeler of
Norridgewock, who plays the Boris Karloff role of
Jonathan Brewster, Francis Parkman of Montreal,
P.O., cast as Mortimer, and Stanley Snow of New
Gloucester, who will be seen in the role of Dr.
Einstein ' lophomore, Snow is appearing in his
first 14.48SQUe role. Wheeler is a veteran of
numerous UMO shows and this past summer
appeared in Monmouth Theatre Shakespearean
productions. (P (CS photo )
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A Review
Flack's Wax
Yes: Going for the one
Oh, wow! I mean just complete and total wow!
For a while there it looked as though these guys
were caught in a directionless cosmic dirge (see:
"Tales From Topographt Oceans" and
"Relayer") after a brillian lift-off (see: The Yes
Album" and "Fragile"). Well, here we have a
regression to the days of auld. This music is
downright vital, probably due in no small part to
the return of keyboard genius Rick Wakeman.
Although the songwriting credits don't bear
witness, Wakeman's indelible mark shines
throughout the work and gives Yes a coherence it
hasn't enjoyed since his departure a few years
back.
Which is not to say that the others don't follow
suit. Indeed, Steve Howe's steel guitar work on the
title track is an utterly ferocious gutting of the cat,
Jon Anderson, who delivers an exceptionally
raucous vocal (not to mention a tinge of lyrical
self-satire; "So I'm thinking I should go and write a
punch line/But they're so hard to find/In my
cosmic mind..."). Chris Squire's bass line on the
out and out rocker (!) "Parallels," is straight out of
the Jack Bruce school for bass boogie, while at the
A Review
bottom of it all (no lack of importance inference
intended is Alan White, whose drumming (along
with Squire's accentuated bass) is at times the only
telltale clue to the Yes presence.
At front and center, however, remains
Wakeman, who has apparently shucked straight
classical passages for mind-boggling acid fills.
Especially interesting is his use of a relatively
recent innovation in synthesizers known as the
polyphonic keyboard (which allows simultaneous
playing of more than one note on the same
keyboard) and of the church pipe organ housed in
St. Martins, Vevey, Switzerland. The latter, a very
powerful sounding instrument, was apparently
recorded at the same time that the rest of the group
was putting down the tracks some miles away in
Montreux.
Still, for any group making the attempt to lure its
original audience back after years of
disappointment, be they Yes, Crosby, Stills, &
Nash, or Eric Burden and the Animals, a fusion of
the old style with a distinct new flavor must be
evident. Wakeman, Anderson, and fellow cosmic
musicians more than transcent their commitment.
Excepting the Beatles, were one to choose a
group whose music, let alone influence, would be
likely to survive to the next century, these guys
would be '...the One.
—Bill Flack
A Review 
Drivers are hard but good.
' 'Duke and the Drivers" is a motley looking
five-man band that has been playing on and off for
almost ten years now. Recently they have had a hit
on the charts called "What You Got" and when
they took the stage at the Corral in Brewer Sunday
night the small but enthusiastic crowd was primed
to hear it.
The Duke's music has undergone some
changes as of late. They used to offer a strictly
bar—band style of rock and roll. Lately, however,
the sound has gotten harder with an obligatory
disco beat thrown in occasionally.
But they have proved they have staying power
and can draw an audience; even at three dollars a
head. They began their first set at about 9:30 with
a moving rock-blues number called "Get Up", the
same song that ended the show at 12:45.
What fell in between seemed somewhat
reptitious as well. It is too bad they have gone to
the harder rock. They look like a rhythm and blues
band, in fact were at onetime, and there is no
question of their musicianship. They are very well
rehearsed, but then who wouldn't be after playing
together for ten years?
The band's volume at times is deafening. If
one likes that kind of overwhelming transistorized
bombardment, then "Duke and the Drivers"
certainly can perform. Unfortunately, however,
when the music is over the lasting memory is one of
hearing another pretty good baod that cost a little
more to hear.
Steve Martin: "Stupid can be fun...
First, a warning—do not not not read the
"Rolling Stone" cover story on Steve Martin before
you've heard his debut album "Let's Get Small."
It's a good, informative story and all (Did you know
Martin once went with Linda Ronstadt?) but it
spills too much of his act.
The article includes the lyrics to the precious
song his grandmother taught him and which he
sings on the record. I believe his rendering of this
ditty (with banjo accompaniment, naturally), and
the sing-along which follows, is the cloudreeling
loonybin peak of "Let's Get Small."
So understand that reading the cover story will
only soften the impact of this exploding fruitcake of
a record cut by a comedian who is.. .who is.. .who is
just... Well, I don't know. To say "unique" in this
case would be worse than feeble.
When anyone writes about a comedian, they
inevitably write about his jokes. That often robs
readers of the chance to laugh their ribs out of
place upon hearing the jokes from whoever owns
them. As a case in point, I rather doubt I'll finish
this review without spoiling a few surprises. Oh
well.
John Brewer's cartoon a few issues back
(remember the one about "getting small"?) was
evidence enough. Steve Martin—a tall,
silver-haired, hazy-eyed, banjo-picking escapee
from Happy Acres—is becoming a presence among
us. A few of his utterly inane one-liners are floating
around campus. Soon there will be more, and it's
no wonder. They're as catching as winter colds.
Right now it Is the style on my section to
approach a fellow inmate and say, with supreme
smugness "Hey-y-y...Did you know that I.. am a
wild(furtive glance to the side).. .and crazy type of
guy?"
Even more commoo is Martin's classic
three-word bellow—the unforgettable, physically
draining, ever-so-satisfying and consummately
dumb "WELL EXCUUZE MEEE!" (with
chest-beating, of course). Not only is it neat but It
comes in handy. For instance, when I finally pass
this to my copy editor, and when she levels an
arsenic stare at me and says, "Too long," I intend
to roar the aforementioned phrase with great gusto.
And naturally everybody on my section Is
striving daily to be "obsequious, purple and
clairvoyant," as Martin's grandma advises in the
song she taught him.
Sure, within a few months it will all not only be
stupid but worn. But for now we're going to revel in
it. Stupid can be fun.
Martin may not be your man It might be hard for
some to accept a comedian who takes pride, as he
claimed on the Today show, in the fact that his
humor holds no hidden meaning whatever.
You have to be the type who can momentarily
forget what meaning you feel in life and embrace
the surrealism that is Martin's home turf.
If comedy is based on surprise, then surrealism
is the purest form of comedy, simpIy a jumble of
unexpected associations. To some people it's a
scream; to others it's silly. My folks think it's silly.
Last time they were up to visit I popped a couple
Martinisms over dinner and got only blinks.
However, if deep down you have always believed
that insanity is a worthy alternative to such sane
realities as the Donny and Marie Show, Oral
Roberts and the U.S. Congress, then Martin is for
you.
Martin is master of the bizzare—a true artist, a
genius even. With surreal comedy there's much
potential for dullness and running thinas into the
ground, as Monty Python has shown. But Martin
manages not to go overboard.
The power of his mutant imagination
hardly ever lapses and each joke is a kick in the
head. When at the start of the record he
announces, "before each show I like to do
something impossible, so right now I am going to
suck this piano into my lungs," you at least
straighten up In your chair.
A more important point is that he embodies the
surrealism_ Martin himself is the biggest Joke of
all. He's something you just couldn't have
expected. How were you to know It was possible for
someone to turn out so weird?
That's one thing that Isn't clear to me yet. How
did he, the product of a middle class upbringing in
sunbleached southern Cal, turn out like that? One
thing Is certain. Somewhere along the line,
Martin's parents went dreadfully wrong.
Personally, I'm glad.
What excites people about the guy Is they never
know how far he will go. After all, he's crazy.
Between the lines of more conventional comedians
is the implicit whisper, "Naw, I'm only kidding."
Not so with Martin, who is a bit less inhibited.
Once, to climax a show, he led 300 members of his
audience to a local McDonald's and ordered a
single French fry. If you've seen him on Johnny
Carson or Saturday Night Live, you probably noted
that edge of animal derangement In his voice Yes,
here is a man willing to go the extra distance. The
fun is wondering what he'll do next. When you see
him having an attack of "happy feet,' • being jerked
around the stage by his own uncontrollable
dancing, you're sure he was McMurphy's drinking
buddy.
A "Rolling Stone" writer in his review of "Let's
Get Small" asserted that all Martin has done is
—Douglas M. Bailey
make being an  fashionable once
me—''Everything is there but the lampshade.
That's a hasty judgement. Martin's persona
actually lampoons the type of person who would put
a lampshade over his head, or a fake arrow through
it (pretty dumb things to do, after all).
To like Martin, you also have to be able to
appreciate a little sadism. Some of his humor is
sadistic, like tha joke about his ;:eceased girlfriend
and the other about his 102-year-old mother who
ends up paying off a $10 debt to her son by working
on his transmission.
Someone complained to me that records are a
crippling medium for performers like Martin,
whose act is highly visual, involving much
movement and tacial expression. THat, in fact, was
the RS reviewer's basic beef. He though making
"Let's Get Small" was a mistake, that since you
can't see Martin you miss half the punch. But hell,
hearing him is enough. Visual things may be a
large part of his act, but by no means are they
crucial. When they invent a miniature Martin you
can keep in your glove compartment, I'll ditch the
record. But until then...
Of course there are a few moments on "Let's Get
Small" when corn overwhelms us. Like when he
tells about the time he was asked if he "wanted to
snort" and he replied "Sure" and began giving
loud piglike snorts. Or the time he ponders why
Virginia Slims are supposed to be women's
cigarettes—"What? Do they have little breasts on
them?"
But Martin buries these lemons with lots of
Grade-A stuff. He tells the audience about the new
gasoline-powered sweater he just bought, and
reveals he was born a poor black child and only
turned white after hearing his first Montovanl
record. He expounds upon the happy banjo, saying
he always thought it was the one thing that could
have saved Nigon, who could have played it while
addressing the nation on TV—"Everything's
Okay!''
He discloses the secret of his funniness—"Just
before I go on I put a slice of baloney in each shoe,
so I feel funny."
His fuming buildup to EXCUSE ME (precipitated
by a roadie's failure to give him a b!ue
spotlight) is a tun trip. as are his anecdotes about
"getting small." It's a "wild drug," he says, but
dangerous for kids, since "they get REAL small."
"Let's Get Small' makes Steve Martin's
comforting realm of senslessness available to all.
It's a dizzy brush with the funny farm, as tasty as
Captain Crunch cereal and just as likely to make
you a "better person."
Bernie MacKinnon
C
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Scholarship fund rises to $57,000
The University of Massachusetts has at
least 60 football players on athletic
scholarships. In the past the University of
Rhode Island has spent $41,000 on
basketball scholarships alone. And Boston
University now allots $45,000 for women's
athletic grants.
While UMO would be hard-pressed to
rival their Yankee Conference cohorts in
gift-giving, a $100,000 non-need athletic
scholarship program is becoming a reality
thanks to the fund-raising efforts of the
Office of Development, headed by Dr. Alan
Stone.
Although most state universities provide
legislative aid for athletic grants. UMO
must rely solely on private donations.
Unaided at the time by the Office of
Development, UMO jumped into the
scholarship race in 1974 when university
trustees approved a four-year $100,000
program, equivalent to 40 $2,500 grants.
Relying on the part-time efforts of
coaches, alumni and athletic department
personnel, $30,000 was raised last year,
enough for 17 awards for both men and
women. This year, the fund boasts $57,000
which is divided into 27 grants.
The Office of Development, which is
responsible for campuswide fund-raising
including the Performing Arts Center,
academic scholarships and the endowment
fund, stepped in last summer with "a
professional plan," as Stone puts it, "to
coordinate the effort."
Coaches are still actively involved, but
are able to devote more time to coaching
and teaching responsibilities. As Rand
Erb, an Office of Development staffer
working on the fund-raising says, "We can
put in more of a full-time effort."
The campaign l'.as already come up with
$30,000 in cash and pledges and Stone is
confident the remaining sum will be
collected by August.
Erb estimated half of the $100,000 will
be raised through a mailing and spring
telethon and half through large contribu-
tions from major donors.
Appeals are being made to 9,000
individuals including alumni and Graduate
M Club members (former letter winners).
A letter was sent off in early October,
another is due in December and a final in
January or February—all of which will be
followed up with a vigorous telethon drive
in the spring.
In addition, the office is personally
appealing, with the aid of coaches, to
alumni interested in UMO athletics who
have the capacity to make a major
contribution to join the Black Bear 200
Club. Erb is hoping for at least 100
members this year who could each donate
$500.
Stone is convinced some "good things"
have come out of the new plan. "We've
brought M Club members into the
fund-raising efforts," he said, "and the
coaches are also actively involved."
Because women also receive grants, the
office is seeking out potential women
donors. Erb explained that women's
athletics are relatively new at UMO and not
enough women are listed on file as possible
Stress tester measures fitness level
For months now a physical fitness boom
has been exploding across the country.
Magazines feature stories on jogging,
swimming, bicycling—anything that pro-
motes the body beautiful. Keeping with the
health mania, UMO recently purchased a
stress tester, a machine that will calculate
your actual fitness as opposed to what you
think it is.
The tester, which is located in Cutler
Health Center, arrived on campus in
pieces. The first parts arrived at the end of
the summer and the machine's remaining
pieces came only a few weeks ago, says
Ken Remsen, associate professor of
education, who recently demonstrated the
tester along with Joseph Pechinski,
assistant professor of physical education.
The stress tester "is the only piece of
equipment we have which allows us to
work with humans." Remsen says. "We
bought it with the idea of it being
interdisciplinary. We'll be working with
three specific groups. The exercise, diet
and weight control program that the Health
Center is conducting will use it in order to
prescribe exercise programs that are best
for its members."
Athletes are the second group that will
be using the stress tester, Remsen says.
The tester will determine "what areas of
the body should be worked on, what
exercises will accomplish the desired
results."
Public safety officers, such as firemen
and policemen belong to the third group
and will use the stress tester to help their
physical problems. Remsen says. One
problem of this group "is a high incidence
of heart attacks."
The reason behind the heart trouble, he
DEX
Padded collar, puffed
tricot lined with foam
Hi—dex bottom.
MEN'S $20.99
WOMEN'S $18.99
explains, is that public safety workers are
"involved in an occupation where there is a
lot of sitting. When they finally go into
action, they have to ge quickly and this
places a strain on their hearts."
The stress tester comes in three parts,
he explains. The first part is the treadmill,
which regulates the amount of exercise the
person gets. With an adjustable grade that
can be elevated to a slope of 40 percent and
an acceleration to 25 miles per hour in
about three seconds, the tester can monitor
and determine a person's fitness.
The second piece is the metabolic
measurement cart, which analyzes the
oxygen and carbon dioxide a person uses
and determines how much air the person is
breathing. In addition, the cart can
establish the breathing rate, the amount of
oxygen and carbon dioxide consumed and
the endurance capacity of the person—
"how aerobically fit the person is."
The last part of the stress tester is a
dynograph recorder that can "take an
electrocardiogram to monitor the heart. It
also includes a cardiotachometer which
takes the heart rate instantaneously. By
using this, there can be a breath-by-breath
analysis of how much oxygen is dropped at
the body's cells."
While working on the machine, a person
may also have his core body temperature
taken. "This temperature can determine
how well a body responds to exercise,"
Remsen says. "Hopefully, the temperature
won't go over 140 degrees F (40 degrees
C). If it does, the person is approaching
heat stroke, which means he can't get rid
of the heat within his body. This is an
indication of poor physical fitness."
What is the campus rate of physical
fitness? From observation only, says
Remsen, "I think this campus is a very
Rte. 3. Bar Harbor Rd.. Ellsworth
.... 
- _
fitness-aware place. In the morning you
can always see joggers, bicyclers, and
during lunch hours, the pool is usually
crowded."
The overall purpose of the tester is to
prescribe individualized exercise which
will explain when and how one should
exercise, Remsen says. The tester "will
help people adjust to exercise without
doing too much, too soon. People have to
understand it's going to take time to repair
the damage and that exercise is something
you should be doing for yourself and your
body."
contributors.
Twenty-seven grants have been awarded
this year, although not all are in the full
$2,500 amount. Eight were divided among
football players, five went to six baseball
players, two full grants were divided
among four hockey players and six awards
went to woman athletes.
Athletic Director Harold Westerman is
shooting for an equalization of scholarship
awards among major sports when the limit
of 40 grants is reached. Fifteen would go to
football, six each to hockey. baslre•ball and
baseball, and the remainder to other sports
and women athletes.
Awards to women are made on a four to
one ratio basis of men and women
participating in intercollegiate sports.
Westerman contended the ratio should be
five to one adding, "We're well within a
good priority there."
The success of UMO's women's teams is
thus far not dependent upon the need for
athletic grants and they've easily dealt
with competition dished out by fellow New
England competitors. Women's Athletic
Director Mary Jo Walkup said, "I don't
believe they (UMO women coaches) think
scholarships are any big thing."
Walkup added that the awards the
women do receive will not be concentrated
in any particular sport.
Will the scholarship program expand
soon?
Despite the well-organized drive, a
$100,000 fund is only a quarter of what
other Yankee Conference schools hand out
to talented athletes. "I think there is a
need for more than 40 athletic scholar-
ships," Stone said, "and I think they can
be funded."
More money is up to the trustees and
President Neville. "We're ready if they
give their approval," Erb declared.
The University Ambulance Corps
Presents
A Film Program on New Life—Saving Techniques
Monday December 5th 1977
140 Little Hall at 7:00 Pm
The program is about CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, which is
applied to peopte whose heart and breathing stop suddenly, most oftenbecause of heart attacks, but also from drowning, accidental electrocution,
and food which gets stuck in the throat. CPR requires no special equipment
and can be easily learned by anyone from teenagers on up, without any
special background or experience.
Wanted ASSISTANT TREASURER MUA8
salaried position. Applications available in
MUA8 office and must be returned by
December 12, 1977
Tennis PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS—
Seasonal and yeer-round clubs; good playing
and teaching backgrounds. Call (301)864-37w,
or send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures to.
Col R Reede, W T S., 8401 Conn Ave. Suite1011. Chevy Chase. MD 20015
Sorry I missed the MMA visit—It's about
time you guys got off those shipsi ill be sure to
be wound next time—We're klocl overdue for
an Orono drinking binge. You still owe me a
visit!
Ancnors away
Teddy
For sale Nikkormat FTN with 50 tom 1Nikkor lens. Strap, electronic flash, hot shoe
adaptor, UV filter and owners bag, $250 CallJim at 581-7531
Maine Campus
classifieds
can help you!!
Doing anything interesting tonight?. .Hard up to come up with new ideas isn't it?...Try this one on.. Loose
atmosphere... Bring your own,.. (no need to run up a $20 bar bill to have fun).. Great Rock 'n Roll.. The Tasa Murka band
won't leave you sitting on your hands.. Come on down to the home of North Country Rock 'n Roll, The Red Barn, off Rt. 139.
Monroe. Tonight'
VP
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WATS line switch may save $24,000 yearly
by Deborah Strumello
In an attempt to save money on
ever-increasing bills from toll calls, the
university has switched this year from its
direct distance dialing (DDD) system to a
national wide area telephone service
(WATS).
Jean Pressey, administrative assistant of
the telephone service, said the New
England Telephone Company estimated
use of the WATS lines could save the
university $2,000 a month.
In addition, two extra state WATS lines
have been added, bringing the total
number of state lines to nine.
Alan Lewis, physical plant director, said
the university had been spending $125,000
a year in toll calls and that for $80,000 the
old system had been replaced and the state
WATS lines service improved.
There are two full-time and three
auxiliary national WATS lines. Originally
the university had four national lines, but
heavy usage warranted a fifth line. One flat
fee is charged for the use of the full-time
lines, while the cost for part-time or
auxilary lines, is determined by the hours
of usage.
A flat fee is charged for the first 10 hours
the line is used, after than each hour of
usage is charged.
All state WATS lines are full-time.
Under the old DD system, each toll call
was charged to the number from which it
was called. People were therefore held
accountable for their toll calls.
The system was convenient, but expen-
sive. Charges ranged from $8,000 a month
to $14,000 during peak months.
Under the national WATS system, a
person desiring to make an out-of-state call
has to dial the university operator and
give his name and department. The
operatoi will then check a list of people
who have permission to use the lines. If the
name appears on the list, the operator will
put the caller on a national WATS line. He
may then dial the call himself.
Pressey said the chances of an unautho-
rized person getting a national WATS line
by using a professor's name was slim,
since the operators recognize the voices of
most people who are allowed to use the
lines and will not put through any
"suspicious" calls.
John M. Blake, vice president for
finance and administration, said although
the WATS lines were more open to abuse
than the old system, there has not been
much of it.
Operators do not monitor calls to
determine if they are being used for
personal business, he said. Once the
person is connected to a national WATS
line, the operator disconnects so the
person has a private line.
Departments may request a list of people
who have called from the department each
month and the numbers they have called.
Pressey said. In this manner, there is some
accountability, she said.
State WATS lines are direct-dial, rather
than operator-assist. The person using the
line has to dial a certain connecting
number to get a WATS line, then he dials
the call himself.
This system is widely open to abuse,
Pressey said. The only hope she had was
that people would be honest enough to use
the lines only for business calls.
Since one flat fee is charged for the use
of full-time lines, the university does not
stand to lose money on abused state lines,
unless demand is so great that additional
lines are needed, Pressey said.
However, heavy demand for national
lines could mean more time on the
auxilary lines, therefore additional ex-
pense.
Pressey said the lines are well used, with
her operators handling 280 to 290 calls a
day. She said people sometimes are turned
away because the lines are full. Peak
calling hours are from 2 to 4 p.m. The
office is open for calls between 7:30 a.m.
and 10 p.m.
Only two student organizations have use
of the national WATS lines, Pressey said,
because many figured that for the amount
of time they would be using the lines, it
was not worth the expense.
UMO chemists,
oceanographers
awarded grant
UMO chemistry and oceanography fac-
ulty members will combine their expertise
to investigate the environmental chemistry
of chromium, one of the most widely used
metals in industry, with a three-year,
$150,000 grant from the U.S. Office of
Water Research and Technology (OWRT).
The grant is the largest sum awarded in
the United States this year by the OWRT
agency. In its toxic forms chromium can
cause skin cancer and lesions and destroy
marine life. It was identified in 1974 by the
National Academy of Science as a national
problem that should be solved.
Principal investigators are Dr. Kenneth
Fink and Dr. Lawrence Mayer, both of the
UMO Ira C. Darling Center for Oceano-
graphic Research, and Dr. Howard Patter-
son, chemistry.
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Guay's Sandwich Shop
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We do it all for you
FREE!
of Old Town
758 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town. Me.
 1
Everybody's Welcome
to
Everybody's Super Sandwich and Ice Cresm Shoppe
26 Main St. Gono
Indulge in one of our
70 delicious reasons why
we're "Everybody's favorite Sandwich
For dessert treat yourself to an "Everybody's
Favorite ice cream sundae, parfait or banana split
at "Everybody's Ice Cream Shoppe"
"Eat in or take out"
Campus Delivery with any $ 3.00 purchase
otherwise there is a .50e charge
Open Monday thru Sunday 7:30 am 'til midnight
When in Bangor stop at the Everybody's in the Sunbury Mali
 11•111111....
Luncheon Specials
Roast Beef $2.25
Ham $1.50
B.L.T. $1.50
Lobster Roll $3.25
Fish Sandwich
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Turkey Club Sandwich
All Luna Sandwiches served w/ French Fries,
Lettuce, Tomato 8. Pickle
Every Wednesday nite is
2 for 1 night
Bring a friend and get 2 meals
for the Price of one. (Tax on both)
Happy Hour
$1.95
$ 95
$2.10
$2.45
Tues. - Friday Every week
4-8 p.m. Free hors d'oeuvres
Wilson St. Brewer
Having an Affair?
The Corral proudly announces an unbeatable
setting, for your group function. Whether a
semi-formal or an X-mas party, we can satisfy
all your needs.
Just Think! You can arrive early , enjoy your
buffet and great liquid embellishments at the
lowest prices in the area, and dance or listen to
superb entertainment at no charge.
How can you beat it?
Call 989-4721 for
information and reservations
Full c
spaghetti
Breakfast 6'
PAT'S PIZZA
MILL ST., OR 3NO
Over 3000 pizzas awg
VISIT OUR ttli
Fl PLAceTAPROO
DRA WINE, MIXED ORIN
EE DELIVERY
f our famous pl
on orders over $.5.
n ow serving
LASAGNA
ncl Sub SandwIches
eilfveU at very rasonaa e prices
.35 Fish & chips '1.35
unch 11-2 p.m. Dinner 5-7 p.m
As tradition has it
See you at PAT'S
I. 13enjamin's Tavern '
Pes7tourant & Lounge
menu additions —
BrOiled Scallops
Crab, Steak Combo ,Teriyaki
Lunch 11:30 - 2:00 Mon - Fri
Dinner 5:00 - 1G:00 Sun - Thur
Open till 11:00 week-ends
Lounge 4:30 - 1:00 nightly
ENTEIRTlINIIIENT mosT Euk:mmo;
123 Franklin St Bangor 942-7492
Did You Know That Our Jumbo
Burger Rolls Are Made In Our
Own Personal Bakery?
JUMBO - BURGER
The Sandwich Paul Bunyan made Famous
Between Home Made Rolls, you will find
a Giant Hamburger, Crisp Lettuce, Gener-
ous Slice of Tomato, Dill Pickles, Ground
Onions and Our
Own Special Sauce.
.99
JUMBO-BURGER BASKET-11,49_
(Golden French Fro' and Cole Slaw)
GOVERNORS also has
Homemade desserts
Brownie Delight
(Brownie, Dairy Freeze, Hot Fudge
whipped cream.)
Strawberry, Apple or Blueberry
Shortcake. Hot Homemade biscuit.
The Governor also has
beer on tap and a
complete wine list
for your meals
GOVERNOR'S
Still water Ave.
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Paralegals to view unique program
by Brook Merrow
If all goes well, the UMO campus will be
the site of a three-day national legal
serv ices conference this spring, co-
sponsored by UMO's Student Legal
Serv ices (SLS) and the Washington-based
National Resource Center for Consumers of
Legal Services (NRCCLS).
The conference will highlight UMO's
unique prepaid legal services program and
show how some of the country's 110
student legal aid organizations operate.
Lawyers and students will also be advised
on how to set up legal systems of their own.
Ann Fridinger, conference coordinator,
said an official date had not been set, but
that April 20 through 22 was being
considered.
Fridinger will contact colleges and
universities across the U.S. and Canada
and expects 200 to 250 responses.
-basically from the New England area."
Definite plans concerning speakers and
funding must be negotiated when NRCCLS
Director Sandy Dement comes to Orono.
possibly at the end of this week.
Probably the financial tab will be picked
up by the group in Washington," Fridinger
said. "We want nothing from the
university.- she stressed. "We won't need
v cry much funding because most of the
money comes from the registration fee."
Bill Carney, head of the student
government SLS committee which oversees
SLS as a whole, including spending.
emphasized that "student government
can't afford a deficit. If we know we're
losing money, we won't do it.- he said.
Carney said it may be decided that if it's
known two weeks before the conference
that not enough people have pre-register-
ed. the conference would be canceled and
the only expense incurred would be for
publicity.
UMO's legal program, which SLS head
Russ Christensen refers to as the "cheap-
- est legal service- and the only one of its
kind in the country, gained national
recognition last year when Christensen
attended a San Diego. Calif., legal
:onference to discuss the development of
student legal service programs around the
countr .
At the conference the idea evolved for a
UMO-hosted national conference. While
:hree other college representatives were
nvited to speak. they made only brief
ntroductory remarks before Christensen
ours are
1/2 PRICE!
Cloth diapers are half
the price of paper diapers.
Tiny Tot
Diaper Service
947-7825
for Sanitary Softness!
• gave a 40-minute presentation on the UMO
orogram.
"There was an extremely good re-
sponse," Christensen said.
Sandy Dement of the NRCCLS. which is
a labor-sponsored organization acting as a
backup center to get legal programs off the
ground. approached Christensen with the
idea of a national conference on prepaid
legal service programs for colleges and
universities.
Another source of national publicity for
thc SLS has been through the efforts of SLS
volunteer lawyer Chalmers Hardenbergh.
Hardenbergh wrote an article explaining
the SLS program, which was published
with the San Diego conference material.
That same article is due to be published in
a journal put out by the NRCCLS.
Hardenbergh also wrote a letter to
Consumer Reports magazine last spring
briefly explaining the program and.
according to Christensen. the SLS has
received 30 or more inquiries since then.
As for the conference. Christensen said,
"It will be quite an honor for both student
government and the university.
"It should also dissipate fears that such
a program cannot work.- he added.
According to Charley Juris. in charge of
SLS public relations, the conference will
"bring recognition that the legal program
here is more advanced and more sophisti-
cated than those at other schools and
universities across the U.S.
"It's the chance for national exposure
for a unique program.- he said.
Regarding the effect on SLS. Juris said it
will be good exposure for the paralegals
working in the program. "The field of
being a paralegal is opening up.- he
added.
Carney says the conference will not
"expand SLS on this campus." He
explained SLS has "reached its optimum
• growth," with a $33,000 budget. 23
percent of the student government's
$140,000 budget.
Carney. however, does anticipate a
statewide legal service for all the Maine
campuses and will be attending a meeting
in Machias for that purpose. "The
planning should start now.- he stressed.
Christensen agrees that the program can
no longer grow. "At the present time the
SLS has reached a plateau.- he said.
CANTEEN
„AWLcuti.yoxiED
FOR 5 OR MORE
 
•
244 PERRY ROAD BANGOR 945-6688 
However, the program is branching out
in different directions. In addition to the
traditional paralegal program. special
projects have been developed, including
the national conference and a preventive
education program. Another project is the
writing of a textbook for Maine state law as
a useful in-house tool to train paralegals.
The SLS was formed at UMO in 1971
with one attorney on an advisory basis and
a $4000 budget. Today, with a $33.000
budget, there are three full-time em-
ployees, two lawyers and a paralegal, plus
20 student paralegals. half on work-study.
half volunteer.
About $4 of a UMO student's activity fee
each year goes toward guaranteed profes-
sional help concerning traffic violations.
landlord disputes and consumer and
administrative problems.
Christensen calls SLS a -non-elitist
program" which encourages the use of
paralegals and in-house training, and helps
students understand the legal aspects of a
problem.
"Students are gaining a lot more
self-confidence in themselves and are
beginning to realize many problems don't
require an elitist lawyer.- he said.
Indeed. says Carney. "It gives a lot of
power to students. Students can't be
pushed around.-
Bangor faculty
to study Indians
Cree Indian culture in an isolated
sub-arctic community is a laboratory for
future studies by three faculty members at
Bangor Community College.
Stephen Hyatt, Clayton Pinette and
psychology instructor Richard Pare will be
the guest speakers Wednesday (Dec. 7) at
an Orono Historical Society meeting at 7:30
p.m. in the Orono Community Center.
They will discuss some of their experiences
during an explo:atory field trip last
summer to the community of Moosonee in
Ontario', Canada.
EVER WONDER WHERE SANTA
gets all HIS GIFTS?
Where
else
but...
35 Main Street, Bangor
'Down Vests •Imported Alan Paine Shirts
•Flannel Shirts •Kangol Caps
•Woolrich Shirts *Gant Dress Shirts & Rugby Shirts
10% OFF WITH UMO ID—GOOD TIL CHRISTMAS
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS
MAINE MASQUE TH [AIRY
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
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Some members of the audience who came to hear DLS speaker Australia., journalist
Wilfred Burchett also came to protest his admitted Marxist beliefs and his alleged
involvement as a Communist and a KGB agent. Burchett said in his speech he plans to
Isle suit against the New York Post, who made the al/edged accusations.
•*************************
****************
PRE
• CHRISTMAS
SALE
• Imported India Spreads - Reg. $5.99
NOW $3.99
* •Free gift wrapping 28 CENTRAL ST., BANGOR Free am wrapping
3 days only—Mon., T U011 , Wed. ,—Dec. 5th, 6th, & 7th
Open evenings 'til Christmas at our new location
************************************
*****,
The Pre-Christmas
Augmented Storewide Sale
Fifth's
50¢ off marked price on
ALL ALBUMS
$1.00 off selected new LPs
Now thru Dec. 11
ESS Speakers now in Stock
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One rainy night this semester an
off
-campus student parked his station
wagon behind Shibles Hall and someone
broke in. damaging the car and making off
with a chain saw and tools valued at $250.
A campus resident is minus a $19 FM
converter which was taken one night from
his unlocked car in the Stodder parking lot.
Another converter was stolen the same
night from a locked car in the same lot.
There were 434 thefts and burglaries last
year on campus. During September this
semester, there have been 47 larcenies, 33
unsolved and eight burglaries, all unsolv-
ed. In the first two weeks of October alone
there were 37 thefts.
The University of Maine police depart-
ment is actively campaigning this year to
encourage students to register their
valuables in a property registration pro-
gram to aid in the recovery of stolen items.
None of the items listed above have been
recovered and none were registered with
the police department. In fact, none of the
37 articles stolen in the first two weeks of
October were registered.
UMO Detective Mildred Cannon said the
department has "re,oly been pushing" the
valuables registration program this year.
Over 600 personal property record forms
were passed out in cafeterias on campus.
but, according to Cannon. "the response
has been very low in turning them in.''
She estimates 300 to 350 students have
i .. imi imp EN im miss I. ......1
' PRESENT THIS AD 1
I FOR I
I All Wool 
. i
4; A . a
I Shirts1 
Down Vests
I or Jackets 1F
i
I A.J.GOLDSMITH
PVIens Wear - §por ting Goads
10 North Main St Old Town
IIIII =I OM IIMI MO MI me me in .11
registered property such as stereo equip-
ment, autos, bicycles, cameras, power
tools and appliances with the polke
department.
In addition to canvassing cafeterias.
Cannon said police have spoken to at least
12 dormitory groups and the Inter-Dorm-
itory Board to impress them with the
importance of the program.
Once property has been stolen, the
student should immediately report it to the
police, she said. If it's registered, a form
can be checked for the serial number and
description and local areas are quickly
alerted. -
In addition, if the serial number is
known. it can be fed into a new computer
system at the police department that hooks
up with the National Crime and Informa-
tion Center in Phoenix, Ariz., which sends
out information on stolen goods nation-
wide.
With the new system, communication
tikes "a matter of seconds " Detective
Terry Burgess said.
Despite the fact that not many indiv-
iduals register property, more are report-
ing thefts, no matter how small the loss.
• 'Many items are under $10,- Cannon
said. "but we want to keep track of the
items and where they go. If we establsh
pattern in a dorm or complex of reporting
thefts, it helps in recovery." she added.
AZTEC SUN
Mexican handicrafts
in copper, glass, onyx
35 Central St. Bangor
Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.-9 p.m
X—mas
Mexican cookbooks
and hard—to—find
ingredients.
WIN A SET OF
CROSS- COUNTRY SKIS
Package valued at $119.00
Splitkein Nordic Touring Glidders
Fels Leather, Cross Country Ski Boots
Tonkins Poles Sportco Bindings
Buy your raffle
tickets at Pellet iers
Bike Shop, Old Town
at 50c each
Drawing is Dec. 17th
at Pelletiers Bike Shop
Serving a hearty fare
for your enjoymert
Sandwiches, Salad bar
t ve Joi Our Special cheese & deli boardet
And of course
Your Favorite
Beverage
Appearing Friday and Saturday Nights
THE PSALTERY
I.
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At
DeOrsey's
u're the %niter
stet these 
Special
le Wit ou
u se
Will 
Superstars
New Boz 
Scaggs,
on 
Columbia JC 3472
9
Records and 
Tapes. • r Os OUESh A 
MARC A REG
KANSAS
Point of Know Return
nc ludIng
Sparks of The Tempest , Hopelessly Human
Lightning s Hand 'Parade. Dust In The Wind
)7 34929
BLUE ()MERU LT
Sig-A:TRES
including
Godzilla Fireworks
Goon Through The Motions
Noeferatu,1 Love The Night
(1111IIMIL.VMPIMIA,••
including
Slip Slictin Away
Kodachrome 50 Ways To Leave Your Lover
Loves Me Like A Rock
Still Crazy After All These Years
JC 35032
EARTH, WIND & FIRE
ALL'N ALL
including
Serpentine Fire Jupiter
Runny" 'Love s Holiday Fantasy
JC 34905 4.99
BOSTON
including
More Than A Feeling Peace Of Mind
Foreplay Long Time Rock & Roll Band
Smokin Hitch A Ride
JE 34188
JAMES TAYLOR
JT
including
Handy Man Bartender s Blues
your Smiling Face Terra Nova Traffic Jam
10 34811
DeOrsey's
Record and Audio Shops
Bangor
Brunswick
Ellsworth
Falmouth
Lewiston
Waterville
also available on tape
SALE ENDS DEC. 17th
?fed Di4otand
91c4 ete.e. telete7e/ea 71te7euti9ht
,nclud•ng
Desiree Free Mtn In Paris
God Only Knows Once In A While As It
JC 34990
Chicago XI
including
Mississippi Delta City Blues
Baby What A Big Surprise
Take Me Back To Chicago,' Vote For Me Little One
34860 4.99
2 RECORD SIT
SAHVINA
MOONFLOWER
4nc luckng
She s Not There Black Magic Women
Soul Sacrifice Gypsy Queen Let The Children Play
C2 34914 5.99
CHICAGO'S
GREATEST HITS
Just You N MelCci‘our My World
Saturday In The Park,15 Or 6 To 4
Wye 13~1 Seam hvl So Long
Wishing You Were Here
PC 33900
Lou Rawls
when You
Hear Lou,
You've
Heard
It All
including
Lady Love
One Life To Lire
Trade Winds
Dotter Green
Unforgettable
J7 35036
BOZ SCAGGS
SILK DEGREES
nc ludog
Ifs Over What Con I Say Georgia
Jump Street Lowdown Lido Shuttle
JC 33920
PRICES
UST SALE
-
$9.98-$5.99
$7.9844.99
36.98-S4.19
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Northeastern Huskies
Spoil Black Bear opener
by t,reg Betts
A much improved Northeastern
Huskie squad led by scholastic All-
American David Caligaris's 25 points
upended the Maine Black Bears 85-74 in
what was the season opener for both clubs
The Huskies got fine scoring balance
out of their starters and some valuable
bench assistance as they ran up a 7-2
edge in the early going. They never
relinquished the lead as their fast—
breaking offense was too much for the
Bears to handle. Maine shot a poor 36
percent from the floor in the first half and
managed only 30 points against North-
eastern's 39.
And one of the things Coach Skip
Chappelle had worried about during
pre—season happened as Kevin Nelson
picked up three fouls in the first 20 minutes
of play and finally fouled out with 14
minutes left in the game. Without their
talented 6'8" center in the lineup. Maine
was almost helpless on the offensive and
defensive boards.
Throughout the game the Bears made
numerous fundamental mistakes under
pressure from the Northeastern defenders.
which accounted for a bundle of turnovers.
Play got pretty ragged before the first half
buzzer sounded as most Maine starters
played the whole 20 minutes without a
breather.
Maine got much more aggressive in
the second half as they went to the basket
more often and with more authority. The
strong offensive play of Roger Lapham and
Rufus Harris helped keep the Bears close.
Maine caught on fire midway through the
half and cut the lead to four points, 70-66
with 3:58 to play.
Rufus Harris amazed the fans at Cabot
(jymnasium with his assortment of razzle-
dazzle, eye-opening moves throughout the
eYening. Harris lead the Bears in scoring
with 28, in rebounding with 8 and in
sending the crowd jumping to their feet
with two incredible blocked shots. On one
try Rufus came out of nowhere to reject a
fast break lay-up by the Huskies Pete
Harris.
But Northeastern's superior height.
speed. and the play of two talented
freshmen. Pete Harris and Chris Rucker,
helped make the ride to Orono an
unpleasant one for the Bears as they sealed
the victory in the final minutes.
Rucker. a 6-7 forward, ended the night
with 16 points and 12 boards while the 6-1
Harris netted 14 for Northeastern in both
their first varsity game. Hustling guard
Bill Loughnane also scored in double
figures wth 17.
Along with the superb efforts by
Harris and Lapham, v.ho finished with 22,
Wally: Russeli played a fine floor game
scoring 11 points. Jim Klein also came off
the bench and did an outstanding job of
holding Caligaris down in the late going.
Maine returns to action tonight
(Friday) at 7:33 p.m. in their home opener
apainst Boston University.
Strong individual performances
key women swimmers win
by Julie Smith
The UMO women's swim team started
their season on the right foot by defeating
the University of New Brunswick by a score
of 82-31 in a home meet on Friday. Nov. 18.
This marked the sixth contest between
the two teams and coach Jeff Wren was
surprised at the lopsided score because he
said UNB was supposed to be much
stronger than last year.
Wren attributed the score to the fact
that UNB had more high quality
swimmers. but lacked any depth.
The contest saw Julie Woodcock set a
new school record in the 100 yard freestyle
with a time of 55.46. while diver Patti Ward
set a new pool and school record on the
3—meter board.
Maine demonstrated its strength by
capturing first places in 11 of the 13 events.
missing only the 1000 yard freestyle and
the 200 yard butterfly.
Veterans Julie Woodcock (100 yard
free and 200 individual medley). Jill Puzas
1200 yard and 500 yard free. Eileen
sherlock (50 yard free). and Patti Ward
I Vi; 14‘111.
ASSOCIATION OF BANGOR
Tit GOING PLACE
31 Main St. Orono
/Vaine Campus
RTS
Tobin sparks rifle team
in two wins at Norwich
by Kevin Burnham
Sparked by Co-captain Tim Tobin. the
University of Maine rifle team swept two
matches at the Norwich Invitational meet
in Montpelier. Vermont on Nov. 19-20.
Shooting against teams such as West
Point, Norwich. MIT and the United States
Coast (ward Academy. the UMO squad
won their first two matches of the season.
In the first match Maine outscored
West Point 2232-2227. with Norwich. MIT
and USC1(A finishing third through fifth
places respectively. Tobin led all shooters
with a 572 total out of a possible 600 score.
Co-captain Dave Wellman .shot a 556 while
Wayne Wood added a strong 555 to ensure
the Maine victory.
Maine had a slightly easier match the
next day, outscoring second place finisher
Norwich by the score of 2216-2191. MIT
was third. USC(iA, fourth and Dartmouth,
fifth.
Tobin again led all scorers with an
outstanding 578 total. Wellman.shoi 552.
Wood 546 and Scott Murphy 540.
After a long layoff, Maine's rifle team
will resume their season on Feb. 4 at a
West Point Invitational meet.
Music News Sports
WMEB-FM is looking for dedicated people
who are interested in radio broadcasting starting
next semester there will be several openings for
music shows, news programs
and executive staff positions.
if you are interested in
working at WMEB- FM contact Dale Spear before
Dec. 15th at 581-7018 or drop by the station
r
4f*
SKI PACKAGE
/wort isiris
'Performer' or 'Pacer'
Skis—'125"
Americana Binding-47
Tonic 7-6' Poies—sir
'182"
Instalatios
$190"
NO SUBSTETUT1ONS!!!!!
MUSE $1 2595
PRICE
ALSO K-2 SKIS PACKAGE
PRICE $120.95
 4
Layaway Plan Available
WIGHT'S NOW HAS THE BULLWORKER IN STOCK
(One and three meter diving) placed first in
their respective events. Leigh Hutchinson
also finished strong with a second and thirs
place finish in the 50 yard and 100 yard
freestyle.
The freshmen added considerably to
Maine's depth by having eight women in
the top three places in individual events.
Anne tyriswold captured first place in
the 200 yard backstroke with Linda LaRue
coming in second. Beth Carone won the
200 yard breaststroke with an excellent
time of 2:34:98.
Mary Leddy came in behind Julie
Woodcock in the 200 I.M. and Mia Sette
came in a close third in the 200 yard
butterfly. DeeDee Daniels placed second
and third in the 200 yard butterfly and yard
freestyle. respectively, and distance
swimmer Lee Blumenstock finished third
in the SOO yard and 100 yard freestyle.
Rounding out the newcomer's
showing was Tricia Redden who captured
second place in both the 1 and 3 meter
diving.
The women's next meet will be
against a strong UMass team on Dec. 3 at
2:00 p.m. at the Stanley Wallace Pool.
"l want everybody to run out
and see this movie!" ,z;,;
"Take any kids you can lay
your hands on!"s-a
5UG5Y MALON[
120 L Hall
Dec 3—Sat
at 2. 6. and 9
sponsored by
OAK NH & DAB
75 admisslon
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Hockey team record even after two losses
by Charlotte McAttee
The UMO ice hockey team's record was
evened at 2-2 following last night's 7-4 loss
to Division I opponent Northeastern
University.
Saturday night saw
to Salem State. the
school in Division Ea
Salem State beat
the Black Bears fall
number-two ranked
St.
Maine 2-1 in an
overtime contest, scoring the winning goal
with only two minutes remaining in the
ten-minute overtime period.
Jon Leach scored the lone UMO goal at
11:21 in the first period on a centering pass
from Joe Crespi. Maine controlled play in
the first two periods, but Salem forced an
overtime when Jay Palladino scored at
2:49.
Last night Maine fell to Northeastern in
a game played at the Boston Arena.
Northeastern scored the lone goal in the
first period, but Brian Hughes evened the
game at one apiece with a power play goal
at the start of the second period. Crespi got
the assist.
Northeastern came back with two quick
goals. but Bill Demianiuk cut the lead to
3-2 with a slap shot that rang off both posts
and dropped in.
1977-78 Winter Sports Schedule
Rifle
Head Coach Robert Bernier
Nov 19 at Norwich Inv
20 at Norwich/MIT. URI, Vermont
Feb I at West Point Inv
18 at MIT/URI, Prov.
25 at USCGA/Norwich
Mar 4-5 NECRL et MIT
Varsity Track
Head Coach Ed Styrna
Dec 3 New Hampshire
7 at Bates
10 Vermont
Jan 28 Boston Limy
Feo 1 at Colby
4 at Maine Inv
12 at URI/Conn
18 YC's at URI
25 NE's at Tufts
Mar 4-5 IC4A's at Princeton
Varsity Basketball
Head Coach Sk,c Chappelie
Nov 30—ai Northeastern
2 Boston Univ
10 at New Hampshire
12 Morgan State
14 Youngstown
30 Canisius•
Jan 3 Brooklyn College'
5 at Long Island U
7 at Fairleigh Dickinson
12 at South Florida
14 at Stetson
18 Dartmouth'
21 at Wisconsin-Mile
23 at Valparaiso
27 Vermont
28 Vermont
31 Bates
Feb 3 at Buffalo
4 at St Michael's
11 MaSsachuselts
15 Connevicut
18 at Cent Conn
21 New Hampshire
23 at Boston Univ.
25 Northeastern
Mar 2 at Colby
'Bangor Auditorium
JV Basketball
Coach Peter Gavelt
Dec 2 St Joseph s
9 at Bridgtn Aced
12 Loring AFB
14 Bremer Rec
16 at M.0 I
Jan 28 S M V.T.I.
31 Bates JVS
Feb 6 at SMVTI
11 Bridgton Acaa
15 MCI
21 Alumni
Varsity Hockey
Heed Coach Jack Semler
Nov 18 Acadia
19 Acadia
26 Salem State
Dec 1 at Northeastern
3 Holy Cross
6 Colby
9 Connecticut
12 at Salem State
16 New Brunswick
17 New Brunswick
Jan 4-5 Downeast CliSsic•
11 at St Anselm s
14 at Lowell Tech
17 at Bowdoin
20 Mt Allison
21 Mt Allison
25 N E College
27 at New Haven
28 at Bridgewater St
Feb 4 at Holy Cron
10 at Cortland St
11 at Union
15 at Colby
18 Bridgewater St
Mar 3 Cortland St
4 Cortland bi
*Portland, Me
Women's Swimming
Head CoaLh Jeff
Nov 18 New Brunswick
Dec 3 Massachusetts
8 at Boston Univ
15 New Hampshire
Jan 12 at Fr Pierce. Fla (Wm & Mary
21 Acadia
25 at Springfield
Feb 1 at Bowdoin
4 at Rhode Island
16 NE's at Boston College
Women's Track
Head Coach Jim Ballinger
Dec 3 New Hampshire
10 Vermont
Feb 1 Bates. Bowdoin
15 at Bowdoin
25 Fitchburg
Women's Basketball
Head Coach Eilene Fox
Women's Gymnastics
Varsity Swimming
Head Coach Alan Switzer
Nov 18 New Brunswick
Dec 3 at Penn St Relays
7 New Hampshire
10 Vermont
17 at Rhode Island
Jan 12 at East Carolina
14 at Johns Hopkins/Ohio limy
21 Laval Acadia
28 MASSAchueeltS
Feb 3 at Connecticut
11 Open
17 at Harvard
22 at Bowdoin
Mar 1-3 NE s at Springfield
22-25 NCAA s at Long Beach
Varsity Skiing
Head Coach Brud Folger
Jan
Feb
4 at Middlebury
10 at Sugarloaf Slalom
14 at Hanover Relays
29 at Middlebury
3-4 at Vermont WC
10-11 at Dartmouth WC
17-18 at Williams WC
24-25 at Middlebury WC
Head Coach Barbara Stoyeil
Dec 10 Plymouth State
Jan 28 UMF UMPI
Feb 4 at Rhode Island
11 at Plymouth
18 at UMF
25 at UMPI
Mar 1-3 NCAA s at Franconia, NH
Mat 4 Tr -States at Keene
NAPA INTRODUCES
THE SUPERBATTERY:
Fed up with battery worries? NAPA
has the arswer - the new NAPA Super-
battery'
Superbattery is maintenance free,
but not maintenance impossible Com-
pletely sealed batteries cannot be
saved in the event of electrical system
malfunction However, the Super-
battery can be checked, and water
added if necessary
The new NAPA Superbattery it'll
always give you a charge'
DUSAY Auto Parts
636 Hammond Street
Orono, Maine
DUBAY Auto Parts
1550 Water Street
Old Town
Nov 19
Dec 3
Dec 8
Dec 12
Dec 16
Jan 27
Jan 31
Feb 4
Feb 9
Feb 10
Feb 23
Feb 25
Feb 27
Mar 1
Mar 6
Mar 8
"Mar 3-4
•Mar 10-11
'Mar 16-18
tiary Conn knotted the score at 3 on a
shot from the slot. Dan Sweeney and
Demianiuk collected assists.
Northeastern came back to take a 7-3
lead before Conn closed out the scoring at
7-4 on passes again from Sweeney and
Demianiuk.
Bob Warner returns
tonight as BU aide
Bob Warner, who ranks among the
top basketball players ever to suit up
for the University of Maine Black
Bears, returns to his old stomping
grounds tonight as assistant basket-
ball' coach for the Boston University
Terriers.
Warner and head coach Roy Sigler
v. ill lead the Terriors against the
Black Bears in UMO's home opener
at 7:30 p.m.
Warner. a 6' 6" leaper. had a
tryout with the Milwaukee Bucks and
then played pro basketball in Europe
before his return to the states this
year.
He holds the UMO records for the
most career points (1.758). most
rebounds in a game (28), most
rebounds in a season (352). most
rebounds in a career (1.304), best
field goal percentage in a season
(.589) and many more.
Women's Skiing
Head Coach Deb Davis
Jan 15 at Dartmouth (slalom)
27-28 at Colby - Sawyer
Feb 3-4 at Vermont WC
10-11 at Dartmouth WC
17-18 at Williams WC
24-25 at Middlebury WC
(EAIAW's. Div II
Mar 3-4 Sunday River (VEISA
—at Musson
Acadia U
UMass
at BU
at UMPG
UNH
UMF
UMPG
at URI
at Musson
UVM
UMPI
Providence
Colby
UMPI
Musson
at UMF
EAIAW Regional Satellite
EAIAW Regional Championships
State MAIAW Tournament
10-11 AIAW Nationals at U New Mexico
GRAND OPENING
amount Uses
NOW IN OLD TOWN
A I If
k WEIL 4,
10
SAVE
40%To60%
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
BRANDS
First Quality Shoos. current styles. brand names you hove seen suivertIseidfor ineny dollars TOM In an eystrchengIng stock. Herd to 11n411 sites es welles regular sites in many werled fes)alons. Meth our Grairml Opening Valuesand continued savings throughout the year.
1111111611111 311111111
NORTH MAIN ST °PIN 7 DA VS A Wild OLD TOWNDeily 10 A.M. to P.M. Sun 1 7 A H to S P.m
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